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FREE COMMUNITY EVENT

MAGNOLIA VILLAGE  |  PARK PLACE VILLAGE  |  SOUTH MAIN VILLAGE
THANK YOU TO 
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AMPHIBIAN STAGE PRODUCTIONS
120 S. Main Street  |  amphibianproductions.org  |  facebook.com/amphibianstageproductions
Amphibian is dedicated to producing theatre that challenges the way we see the world around us.

ARTSGOGGLE MURAL LOCATION
Mike Moffatt and John Worley are the co-founder 
of Art Hunger, a Fort Worth art collective. As 
individual artists they specializes in visual art that draws 
upon iconic pop culture imagery.  Using their unique 
perspective, Mike, John and the Art Hunger team 
will transform the northern wall of Amphibian Stage 
Productions with a striking mural.

STILT PERFORMANCES 1:00 P.M. & 4:00 P.M.
Stilt performances followed by Q & A from the audience. Amphibian welcomes anyone who wants to stick 
around and try the stilts themselves. The performance is a story about a famous French stilt-walker who walked 
from Paris to Moscow on his stilts.

Dona Swan Ayre  |  SWAN  |  donaayre@aol.com
My work is inspired by the images formed from a collection of photos left behind during 
Hurricane Ike. They are quite magical as one’s imagination is encouraged to explore all 
possibilities. Please enjoy!

Morgan Flores  |  Morgan Flores Art  |  morganflores.com  |  morgan@morganflores.com
Morgan Flores’ Art is made up of romanticized representations of the world around you, 
with bright colors, bold brush strokes, and stream of consciousness compositions. You will see 
hearts, flowers and seemingly oversimplified translations of plants and people. Linger a little 
longer, and within the flip facade of Morgan Flores’ acrylic paintings, you will be infused by 
the richness of life. Somehow you will learn something new about the operation of existence.

Alicia Miller
Andrew’s Distributing
Art Hunger
Avoca Coffee
Bird Burris 
Buyers Barricades
Cally Smoke
Chris Hale
Christopher Lewis 
Courtney Reece
Dead Artist Society
Eddie Vanston

Fort Worth Opera
Fort Worth Police 
Department
FWSI Marketing   
 Committee
Gina Garner Lewis 
James Johnston
Jason Van Orden
Jesse Stamper
John Belknap
John Cockrell, Jr.
John Humphrey

Julie Hatch Fairley
Kathleen Culebro
Katie Crim
Keep Fort Worth Funky
Lee Power Littlefield
Lori Drew
Lori Henderson
Lyndsay Cole  
Marilyn Ackmann
Melissa Warner
Michael Newquist
Natalie Chapa

Nick McClanahan
NRG Productions Staff
Paige Strange
Red Oak Realty
Shipping & Receiving
SiNaCa Studios
Sportswear Graphics
Stacy Luecker
The Cowtown Marathon
All of the talented   
   ArtsGoggle Musicians  
   & Performers

WITHOUT THESE PARTNERS ARTSGOGGLE 
WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE:

MUSIC SPONSOR + PRINT SPONSOR

MUSIC BOOKING BY Panther City Exchange. A Fort Worth based event 
coordinating group that seeks to showcase and promote local businesses, local artists and 

the community at large.

THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE AND ORGANIzATIONS 
FOR THEIR COMMITMENT OF TIME AND TALENT. 
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WA POWERS COMPANY & MAIN STREET CHICKS
125 S Main Street  |  wapowers.com  |  facebook.com/mainstreetchicks
W.A. Powers Company is a family owned and operated business, established in 1939, to manufacture a variety of quality 
handtrucks and conveyors. They are also a distributor of many brands of casters and other material handling products.

ARTSGOGGLE MURAL LOCATION
Adam Werner is an artist and elementary art teacher living and working in 
Fort Worth. He has a BFA in painting from University of Texas at Arlington. 
He utilizes a variety of media such as paint, ink, collage, pencil and charcoal 
to create pieces ranging from small works on paper to large-scale installations. 
Adam’s work is largely based on his personal experience

Becky Forsythe  |  Becky Forsythe of Green Frog Fine Art  |  beckyforsythe@sbcglobal.net
A native of Austin Texas, Becky Forsythe taught art in the public schools in Kansas, Texas and 
at Dallas Christian College. After working as a self-employed commercial artist, she recently 
founded Green Frog Fine Art and has gone back to her love of watercolor and acrylics. She 
incorporates bold colors and textures and blends realism with abstraction, utilizing strong 
design emphasis. Her work tends to develop out of close observation as well as imaginary 
conjecture. Using this trade she has started making jewelry as well.

4
THUMBTECHS  |  215 S. Main Street  |  thumbtechs.com  |  facebook.com/thumbtechs
THUMBTECHS is an IT management company. We help small businesses with their computers, networks, 
and over all systems infrastructure. From desktops to servers, firewalls to switches, data, fiber and voice cabling. 
THUMBTECHS helps any small business with their IT needs.

Odris Aleksi  |  Odris Jewelry Collections  |  Odrisxhaferi9.etsy.com  |  grigoraleksi@yahoo.com
I am a jewelry designer from Vlore, Albania. My passion for jewelries started when I was living in 
Greece. Coming from a family of artists and musicians I definitely learned how to have an artistic 
taste. My jewelries are handcrafted and very artistic where attention is given to all the details. One-
of-a-kind and limited addition jewelry is my specialty! My jewelries offer distinctive style in media 
such as silver, beads, stones manipulated skillfully and with fine design!

Selena Burns
ARTicles in Glass  |  ARTiclesinglass@gmail.com
Glass on glass mosaic art

Jenn zalesky  |  Dueces to Divas  |  duecestodivas.com  |  jennzalesky@gmail.com
Dueces to Divas is unique, funky, fun and one-of-a-kind handbags, detachable collar necklaces, 
bracelets, pocket squares and graphic tee’s. Each piece is handmade and designed by Jenn Zalesky. 
She handpicks the fabrics, closures and detailing for each item, then sews or creates the accessory.

Anita Anderson
Roxie’s Reliques
ag1980@charter.net
Steampunk, mixed-media 
creations from past treasures. 
One-of-a-kind wearable 
art and assemblages

Bobby Cerda
bobbycerda2@gmail.com
Art Medium: Hand Lettering

Andrew Czap
cargocollective.com/andrewczap
andrewczap@gmail.com
Poster over a social issue created 
for Advanced Typography. The 
quote is from an 8 year old 
girl who’s parents went through 
a divorce. The typography is 
reflective of the emotion behind 
the words that she spoke.

Cynthia De La Torre Castro
cynthiadltorre.portfoliobox.me 
cynthia.delatorre@mavs.uta.edu
Social Change Poster
A poster to raise awareness 
on the ten countries in the 
world where being gay may be 
punishable by death. Inspired by 
a Washington Post article, my 
tagline is “being yourself shouldn’t 
be a death sentence.”

Jimmy Jenkins
jim@fwscreen.com
Various canvas paintings ranging 
from pop culture related to still life.

Megan McIntosh
megan.mcintosh@mavs.uta.edu
Each piece of artwork will 
showcases a musical artist in a 
creative way to display their 
focused genre of music. These 
works will take a different 
approach on typical “music 
posters” to combine drawn and 
digital illustration. The design 
style in each poster correlates 
with the artist and their personal 
artistic style. In Miseducation, 
the artist Lauryn Hill is a very 
earthy and raw Neo-Soul signer. 
The poster represents her natural 
style as well as referencing a 
previous album cover, which 
is titled “the Miseducation of 
Lauryn Hill.”

Megan Wood
meganwoodart.com
megan.wood@mavs.uta.edu
Plaster-cast sculpture
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THE STARR CONSPIRACY  | 122 S. Main Street  | thestarrconspiracy.com  | facebook.com/StarrConspiracy
The Starr Conspiracy is a strategic marketing and advertising agency devoted exclusively to enterprise software and services.

MUSIC  | 5:30-10:00 P.M. Under the Covers
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STIR CRAzY BAKED GOODS  |  106 E. Daggett Street  |  stircrazybakedgoods.com
facebook.com/pages/Stir-Crazy-Baked-Goods
The “Stir Crazy” name was born from a natural restless energy that certain members of owner Robbie Werner’s family 
have been blessed (or cursed?) with. They decided to channel that stir craziness into making delicious cakes, cookie 
bars, breakfast breads, and other goodies to share. They are crazy about making our baked goods with tried and true 
all natural ingredients like organic flour, real butter and eggs that are produced nearby.

INGREDIENTS: A group show of artists who are also frequent customers at Stir Crazy Baked Goods create 
pieces inspired by treats from the bakery. All art sales will be contributed to charity. Featured artists are Carol Ivey, 
Carolyn Cruz, Jim Piepert, Brandy Cox, and others!

Fur Crazy Canine Cookies makes handmade treats from all natural ingredients for your furry friends.
 

6  
Daggett Avenue between S. Main Street and Calhoun Street  |  215 S. Main Street

Carmen Aberasturi  |  LemonGlaze
fortworthsouth.org/community/events/arts-goggle/artist-registration-2/carmenaberasturi@hotmail.com
Small whimsical ceramic ring holders, spoon rests and more.

Vanessa Aguilar  |  Eccentrically Metal  |  eccentricallymetal.com  |  1408nessa@gmail.com
My business partner, Cara Fountaine, and I make edgy, eccentric clothes for eccentric people! 
We love to make clothes that help let our uniqueness shine through in our everyday lives! We 
also do custom orders. Come check us out!

Nathan Alcorn  |  Burst of Color Art  |  burstofcolorart.com  |  nathan@burstofcolorart.com
The style of my oil paintings express my passion for color, texture and motion. The burst of 
color throughout my paintings represent hope in a, sometimes, difficult world.Throughout 
my life I have been creating art. Painting is very rewarding for me. I use painting as a way to 
express joy, relieve stress and get lost in my thoughts and emotions. I started painting with 
oil paints for its vibrant color and the ability to add texture, which I believe expands the 
boundaries of painting beyond the flat canvas.

Tina Arons  |  The Beekeeper’s Daughter  |  beekeepdaughter.com  |  tinaleearons@gmail.com
Selling honey from her dad’s bee keeping operation in San Saba, Texas and upcycled garden art.

Fort Worth Community Arts Center & Arts Council of Fort Worth
artsfortworth.org  |  texasartistscoalition.org
The Fort Worth Community Arts Center, a program of the Arts Council of Fort Worth, will 
display work for sale from our ARTshop and from our Texas Artists Coalition members.
Arts Council programs address three main areas:
• providing leadership and funding to local arts organizations via our competitive 

grants program
• enhancing the visual environment of our city through the Fort Worth Public Art program
• offering an affordable and accessible venue for artists, arts organizations, and the 

community as a whole through management of the Fort Worth Community Arts Center.

Sylvia Baca  |  DragonheartArt  |  etsy.com/DragonheartArt  |  sylvia.baca@sbcglobal.net
Delightfully whimsical and colorful art created with watercolor and ink. Each piece is 
embedded with many imaginatively unique little creatures. You will encounter different 
creatures as you rotate each art piece.

Angela Banks  |  Nomadic Fine Arts
nomadicfinearts.com  |  angelalynne.banks@gmail.com
Bold, vibrant, colorful, acrylic expressionist paintings on canvas. The work is intuitive 
and organic inspired from simple human moments and nature.

Kristine Becker  |  kristinebbecker@yahoo.com
Vibrant watercolor paintings of landscapes and floral arrangements in which the light 
illuminates their bright colors.

Kimberly Benton  |  KBB Photography
kbbphotography.com  |  kim.burnstad@gmail.com
Quality prints of nature from an Austin hill country photographer’s perspective.

Danette Benton  |  dbentonphotography
dbentonphotography.com  |  info@dbentonphotography.com
My work is comprised of places that I travel. I photograph anything that causes me to 
want to capture that moment in time. I also collect interesting beads and gemstones 
from an area that I travel to and bring them home to Texas and create. I do not own 
a warehouse for my work and since my family and friends are overrun with my creative 
side, I have the need to display and sell my work so that I can take more photographs 
and collect more gemstones and create more.

Nickie Blair  |  ND T-shirt Company
etsy.com/shop/NDtshirtcompany  |  Ndtshirtcompany@gmail.com
We do original hand screen printed designs on our shirts and tote bags. We have 
designs for both adults and children.
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Diana Blanchard  |  Silk with a Splash of Color  |  dblanchard808@yahoo.com
Shibori is an ancient Japanese technique of dying, binding, clamping and twisting a silk. 
Every piece is hand-dyed and hand-pleated, and steam-set for three hours. I create an 
array of scarves and apparel. In the end it looks like psychedelic rain.

Michael Burns  |  michaelburnshome@gmail.com
I’ve been taking photographs of local architecture in downtown Fort Worth. My focus is 
on geometric patterns, shapes and texture. My camera of close is my trusty iPhone and 
even the post processing is done on the phone.

Peyton Busby  |  Painting with Peyton  |  peyton.busby@go.tarleton.edu
facebook.com/pages/Painting-With-Peyton/802867333096633
Original pieces, created with brilliant strokes of lustful colors, in forms of abstract figures and 
objects.

Amy Bush  |  Innovative Concecptions Art & Photography
inovativeconceptions.com  |  amybbehrens@gmail.com
Fine art photography showcasing unique and moving subject matters in a variance of 
printed mediums.

Erin Chalkley & Katie Chalkley  |  2Chalks  |  katie.chalkley@gmail.com
Two sisters with different talents and interests. One creates incredible macrame home 
decor as well as putting her woodworking skills to use creating great gift items for the 
holidays. The other uses fabric and paint as mediums to create tote bags and hand 
painted mugs, as well as an assortment of other things.

Su Cole  |  Creative Designs By Su
facebook.com/creativedesignsbysu  |  susanycole@hotmail.com
Su has over 10 years of experience in the creative art of beading. Her passion of 
beading led her to learning how to make beaded bookmarks, prayer chaplets, various 
pieces of jewelry including necklaces and bracelets, beaded fan pulls, wire wrapped 
rings, eye glass holders, identification badge lanyards, memory wire bracelets as well 
as the new trendsetting Chan Luu style leather wrapped bracelets. Su welcomes the 
opportunity to create custom jewelry pieces for her clients. 

George Crittenden & Curtis Gilbert  |  Rag Top Down
Gecrittenden@gmail.com
Showing under the studio “rag top down”, George and Curtis both work separately in 
mixed media oil, water color, pigmented wax, colored pencil and ink.

Rachel Davidson  |  3 Bears Studio
3bearsstudio.com  |  3bearsstudio@gmail.com
Original paintings, prints, cards and hand painted jewelry

Anthony Davis  |  Ielak Studio  |  Hustlekollegeinc@gmail.com
Mixed media on canvas

Tyler Dixon  |  Eaten By A Dream  |  tad0626@gmail.com
Tyler works in many mediums such as acrylic, ink, digital, and even charcoal. He studied 
under Michael Mentler at The Society of Figurative Arts for several years. He then 
continued to study Illustration at The University of Arts in Philadelphia, The Milwaukee 
Institute of Art and Design, and The Academy of Art University in San Francisco. 
He possesses an entrepreneurial spirit that has guided him through prosperous artistic 
ventures since the age of 16. His latest endeavor, a collection titled Eaten By A Dream, 
shares his experience of allowing the mind to be unleashed – an intention he has carried 
with him for years. With a playful approach, his work has a whimsical essence with a 
dark, psychedelic twist. His creative process has no rules attached, drawing inspiration 
from his dreamscape. He primarily works in acrylics and ink, gravitating towards vibrant 
color schemes and free form line work.

Vincent Fink  |  POINT 506  |  point506.com  |  info@point506.com
Point 506 is a Houston-based indie clothing brand and design company creating a 
unique t-shirt line blending sacred, sometimes impossible, geometry with other intriguing 
artistic and scientific concepts. Our mission is simple; to clothe a general populous with 
fashionable designs that will inspire engagement in the sciences.

LaToya Fisher  |  Luvtuya Graphics
facebook.com/LuvtuyaGraphics  |  luvtuyagraphics@gmail.com
A personal collection of experiences, thoughts and random scenarios. All are created in 
my personal art style with my own flavor.

Abel Garcia  |  abelgarciadesigns  |  abelgarciadesign.carbonmade.com
abgarciadesigns@aol.com
Raised in Las Cruces, NM, Abel began drawing at only six years old. He continued 
to cultivate his talent, eventually attending New Mexico State University where he 
graduated in 2008 with a degree in both graphic design and art history. Abel draws 
inspiration from The Bible, hip-hop style, graffiti art, and the high renaissance movement. 
He successfully blends these differing elements into his own specific style using methods 
such as screen printing, oil painting, and drawing. Layering and the use of text play a 
large role in his work. Recently, Abel has been featured on DMagazine.com. Last year, 
at the RAW Artists finals in Austin, Abel was chosen by his peers as the Visual Artist 
of the Year. Among his other accolades, Abel is proud to say that this year his work 
was displayed on the billboards in Times Square in New York City, New York through 
the Artists Wanted organization. //
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Jim Hargrove  |  Morning Light Mosaics
jdhargrove1432@yahoo.com
Tile and mixed media mosaics in music, faith, sports and coffee.

Andrea Hassenteuffel  |  etsy.com/shop/andrealindsey
ahassenteuffel@covenantfw.org
I am an artist/designer, fine arts director, photographer, furniture lover, creative type who 
loves the process of creating. I live and work in Fort Worth, TX. I am a native to Las 
Vegas, but graduated from an Art School in London, England. Living in Europe pushed 
my creativity to a whole new level. I love mixing raw elements with clean modern 
design, finding new purposes for old things, sewing, pouring candles, ceramics and 
pretty much all things beautiful. I find most of my inspiration in the outdoors and in the 
modern & post modern art movements, but can’t deny the occasional classical touches. 

Becky Heath & Lee Heath  |  Irish Coffee Design Studio
irishcoffeestudio.com  |  Becky@irishcoffeestudio.com
Irish Coffee Studio is comprised of mixed media by Becky and Lee Heath. Together 
their creations are diverse from photogaraphy, canvas and even unique jewelry pieces 
that can include gaming dice, skulls, metals. Art, cam come in any shape or form and is 
a way for one to truly express oneself and this is what we live for. We hope you enjoy 
our crazy ideas as much as we do. 

Kyle Henrichsen  |  Henrichsen Design Co.
wow.henrichsendesignco.com  |  Kylehenrichsen@yahoo.com
Upcycled furniture and home goods made from reclaimed materials.

Roger Kaiser  |  Roger Kaiser Crafty Guy
facebook.com/craftyguy83?ref=br _ rs  |  rkaiser83@yahoo.com
Mosiacs: using tile, glass and mirror. Mirror is quickly becoming my signature look using 
gems, jewelry, crystals and all sorts of eye catching things. 
Collage: I have a fascination with paper, and do interesting things with paper I have hand 
painted. Large or small or custom sized collages or cards, light switch plates and magnets.

Michael Kinler  |  Redenta’s
redentas.com  |  michael@redentas.com
Composing unique plant material in unexpected ways and vessels.

Ryan Lambert  |  NUE Clothing  |  nueclothing.com  |  lambert.ryan@gmail.com
Boutique line of T-shirts created with original artwork. We also have a variety of other 
handmade goods that range from hats to wallets and so on.

Renee Lee  |  Strands of Elements Jewelry Designs
facebook.com/strandsofelements  |  strandsofelements@gmail.com
Handcrafted jewelry designs. Jewelry designs are made with various types of wire, 
leather, or metal, assorted beads, stones, crystals, etc.

Mark Lohmar  |  RDM WoodART
facebook.com/rdmwoodarts  |  rdmwoodart@gmail.com
Original design of wood projects with a practical use. End grain cutting boards, BBQ 
cutting board, yard games, artist boxes, serving trays and signs are a few examples. Any 
of these can be made per request to be customized to whatever appeals to you.

Juan Marroquin  |  JM Cube Designs 
jmcubedesigns.us  |  juan@jmcubedesigns.us
I am portrait artist that focuses on black and gray realism, as well color. Medium of 
choice is an airbrush, which also allows me to paint garments. So come on down and 
check the artwork out and get a personalized hat!!!!

Liberty Middlesworth  |  Liberty’s Candles
Amybbehrens@gmail.com
Unique and lavish smelling candles.

Samuel Montano  |  Montanos  |  montanos@hotmail.com
The spray paint art es una forma de arte que utiliza pintura en spray para crear los mas 
diversos paisajes. Por el corto tiempo que toma realizar una obra es posible realizarlo en 
vivo, resultando un hermoso espectaculo para toda la familia.

Jonny Paulson
Carcesped@aol.com
Art bombing characters into traditional art scenes/Tattoo Artwork / Whimsical 
Alien Creatures

Garret Pendergrass  |  Garret Pendergrass Pottery
garretpendergrasspottery.com  |  penderpottery@gmail.com
Beautifully crafted ceramics designed for tableware, kitchen use, and decor.

Patricia Riley  |  Patricia Riley Metalsmith
patriciarileymetalsith.com  |  patricia@patriciarileymetalsmith.com
Original Artisan Handcrafted Jewelry
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Elizabeth San Martino  |  Nomad Gypsy Jewels
nomadgypsyjewels.squarespace.com  |  nomadgjewels@yahoo.com
Handmade original jewelry using bullets and stones to create bracelets, 
necklaces and earrings.

Thomas Shores  |  TexasJewelryTraders  |  texasjewelrytraders@gmail.com
As a Certified Jeweler/Gemologist with 30 years experience my passion has evolved to 
unique one-of-a-kind pieces of art in Noble metals and gemstones. The technique I use 
has taken years to perfect with amazing results produced in bold designs. For intricate 
art pieces I still use the old fashion lost wax method of carving the wax and casting then 
hand finishing and setting any stones in any shape or size. During ArtsGoggle I will 
demonstrate and produce pieces for anyone that has their design in a replacable form or 
choose from designs I have available to make custom designs.

Pei Sim  |  p.s. Paper Shoppe  |  pspapershoppe.com  |  pspapershoppe@gmail.com
p.s. Paper Shoppe is a local, handmade stationery line based in Texas. With our love 
of all things paper, we focus on simple, unique designs that are sprinkled with a bit of 
vintage charm. All our designs are inspired by playful doodles and illustrations from 
every day. From the initial doodle, formatting, printing and packaging, every piece is 
handmade in house. Our materials are carefully sourced from local small businesses 
whenever possible.

Electra Thornburg  |  Electra Thornburg Art
electra.thornburg@gmail.com
Electra specializes in original and creative paintings, prints and painted items.

Sheila Tobey  |  Spiralharvest  |  spiralharvest.webs.com  |  spiralharvest@gmail.com
Fine Metalcraft, Hair Jewelry and Art Created With Semi-Precious Gemstones, Cold 
Forging Tapestries, Crystal Prism Art. Custom work on site while you watch.

Kyle Vaughn  |  KV Photography
flickr.com/photos/kvaughn75  |  kylev75@gmail.com
Posters featuring original photography, many images taken with vintage Polaroid film. 
Also featuring original images of Big Tex on fire.

Brunke Wolzen  |  Wolzen ART
facebook.com/wolzenart  |  Wolzenart@yahoo.com
Brunke Wolzen is a self taught artist. Painting colorful backdrops for the subjects he’s 
painting. Creating art using everything from sharpies to spray paint.
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FORT WORTH BIKE SHARING  |  201 S. Calhoun Street
fortworth.bcycle.com  |  facebook.com/FortWorthBikeSharing
Fort Worth Bike Sharing is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization in charge of operating Fort Worth B-Cycle, the city’s 
bike share system. Bike sharing is a new mode of transportation based on shared use of public bicycles.  Their mission 
is to enhance our community by providing an affordable, efficient, environmentally-friendly bike share program that 
complements our existing public transportation system and provides both residents and visitors a healthy, convenient 
way to move around our city.

Brian Luenser  |  Brian Luenser, Photographer
brianluenser.com  |  brianluenser@gmail.com
Original photographs taken in the Fort Worth.
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HISTORIC SUPREME GOLF WAREHOUSE  |  201 S. Calhoun Street  |  oldbuilding.com
Unique loft style residences with concrete floors, exposed ceilings, and stunning views of downtown.

ARTSGOGGLE MURAL LOCATION
Returning artist Brad Smith is regionally known as one of the first artists 
involved in revitalizing Deep Ellum with his colorful, large scale pop 
Americana murals, helping to create that community’s  new art movement.  
Smith unveiled his first Near Southside mural PAY ATTENTION: This is 
Important! during the 2013 ArtsGoggle.
bradsmithart.com  |  brad@bradsmithart.com

Kirsten Gallon  |  Kirsten Gallon Photography  |  kirstengallon.com  |  K4qts@yahoo.com
I shoot a variety of subject matter including but not limited to landscape, scenic, travel, portraiture, 
sports and macro photography. I choose to display my artwork based upon the image in either print, 
photo on canvas, or images printed on metal for a very high definition finish.

Mejo Okon  |  Okon Studio
mejookon.com  |  mejokon@hotmail.com
Mejo Okon’s colorful paintings follow a contemporary western theme. “Cloudless skies. 
Intense sun. Extraordinary heat. This is the Texas where I live and the home of cowboys, 
horses and cows. I am drawn to the details of today’s working cowboy and the livestock 
they manage. Local ranches and small rodeos are my inspiration. Bold graphic colors speak to 
me in depicting the modern cowboys and their everyday lives.” Okon’s paintings have been 
showcased in Southwest Art Magazine. Her studio is located in the heart of the Riverside 
Art District, Fort Worth. Mejo will be one of 12 artists featured in Women of Art in the 
upcoming November issue of Southwest Art Magazine.
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Sergio Sanchez  |  uneven _ art
orangemec@gmail.com
Most of my works are oil on canvas and acrylic on canvas abstract/figurative paintings.

Tatara Siegel  |  tataraannesiegel.com  |  tatarasiegel@gmail.com
What do we choose to see? Do we see what others tell us to see? If I were to tell you that 
something is what it isn’t, would you believe me? Would your level of belief be based on our 
level of acquaintance? Our perception is dictated by what we learn and what we experience. 
When what we learn is controlled or influenced by others around us, we loose sight of our 
truth and adopt a general truth. Once we establish a comfort level of general truth, we then 
develop facades. These facades are in our everyday interaction and function. We present these 
facades to rationalize the artificial and protect the actual. What is your truth?

9
SHIPPING & RECEIVING   |  201 S. Calhoun Street
shippingandreceivingbar.com  |  facebook.com/thebaronthenearsouthside
Shipping & Receiving is located in the Fort Worth Warehouse & Transfer building built in 1913 and later turned into 
The Supreme Golf Warehouse, now boasting 23 apartments, a dozen offices and neighborhood bar all under one 
roof.  Shipping & Receiving is a live music venue and 2000 sq. feet bar with an outdoor beer garden furnished with 
community picnic tables and a large performance stage. Inside you’ll find a smaller stage, shuffleboard, jukebox, and 
comfortable seating areas with couches and tables. The show-stopper is the restored bar that Jack Ruby once sat at, 
formerly located at the Dallas Statler Hilton Hotel, while plotting the assassination of Lee Harvey Oswald who had 
just been arrested for the assassination of JFK

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. Bucket List Jazz Band
1:00 P.M. Nicholas Altobelli
2:00 P.M. The Fake Carls
3:00 P.M. The Hochimen
4:00 P.M. Ashley Raines
5:00 P.M. Sean Russell
6:00 P.M. The Tall
7:00 P.M. RTB2
8:00 P.M. Cozy Hawks
9:00 P.M. Dove Hunter

10
TExACO BUILDING ON BROADWAY  |  200 E. Broadway Avenue
Located in the heart of the South Main Urban Village at the corner of Broadway Avenue and Bryan Avenue, this 
Placemaker Property is currently for lease and boasts 14’ ceiling heights, four dock doors and two outdoor areas with 
great potential for outdoor patio dining or a beer garden.  We know this property won’t be vacant long!  

ARTSGOGGLE MURAL LOCATION
Fort Worth artist Donald Rice and colleages from the Dead Artists Society will be 
painting a Dia de los Muertos mural, Katrina, during ArtsGoggle on the east wall 
of the Texaco building. Make sure to visit  to watch their progress!

Donald Rice  |  Dead Artists Society  |  dcrice3@sbcglobal.net
facebook.com/pages/Dead-Artist-Society
Our work is mostly illustrative, experimental, and sometimes sustainable. As artists we explore 
and expand on the use of materials and processes of art making. We make conventional art 
on print as well conceptual art on recycled materials. We like our pieces to be aesthetically 
pleasing but also functional at the same time. Hence, some of our work consists of painted 
coffee cans to recycled cereal box sketchbooks.

11
THE GALLERY AT LANDER’S MACHINE SHOP
207 E. Broadway Avenue  |  facebook.com/pages/The-Gallery-at-Landers-Machine-Shop
This former machine shop still has it’s industrial charm but is now home to Impressive Fitness and serves as a special 
event gallery space.

MUSIC 5:00-8:00 P.M. Music from Bob Luke & The Outer Circles

David Stone  |  David Allen Stone
davidstonedo@sbcglobal.net
Curious cast of characters and interesting places.

12
GALLERY 440 AT J.O.  |  440 S. Main Street
jodesign.com  |  gallery440.net  |  facebook.com/JODesignLLC
Founded in 1998 by Jennifer Henderson, J.O. is a band of creative thinkers whose mission is simple: Deliver great work 
and build lasting relationships.  J.O. is an award-winning advertising, design, marketing and public relations agency with fresh 
ideas, solid concepts and proven results.  With this tireless commitment to their clients, J.O. transforms creative thinking and 
innovative ideas into a final product that meets the objectives, deadlines and budgets of each project.

Please help us thank J.O. for designing the official ArtsGoggle logo, poster and program!



Brad Ball  |  Brad Ball Art
bradballart.com  |  me@bradballart.com
From realistic to abstract, Brad embraces the expression and creativity behind art. Aside from his 
studio work, Brad has traveled the country performing live or speed painting for various events.

13
OFFICIAL ARTSGOGGLE SPONSOR
COCKRELL ENOVATION  |  218 W. Broadway Avenue  |  no art on display
cockrellenovation.com  |  facebook.com/cockrellenovation

Cockrell Enovation, one of DFW’s largest commercial print and design agencies, believes that not only is it necessary to 
provide quality products and services, but as a result of providing these items, there is a responsibility to link the benefits 
with company and social goals as well. Cockrell strives to produce and distribute the highest quality printed products with a 
focus on integrating technology that enables Cockrell Enovation’s customers’ marketing efforts to keep moving.

Cockrell Enovation operates in a way that actively recognizes the role that business plays in society by helping to 
support causes for higher education, the arts, and Fort Worth as a community.  The Near Southside is proud to have 
been the home of Cockrell Enovation for 50 years.

14
BROADWAY BAPTIST CHURCH  |  305 W Broadway Avenue
broadwaybc.org  |  facebook.com/broadwayfortworth
Broadway is a community of worship, prayer, fellowship, service and celebration. We are a vital and diverse 
community of faith, coming from many different backgrounds, but unified in the love and grace of Jesus Christ.

Camilla Bloom  |  camilla.m.bloom@gmail.com
The Quote by Claude Monet rings true for me and I’m inspired by his work.
“For me, a landscape does not exist in its own right, since its appearance changes at every 
moment; but the surrounding atmosphere brings it to life - the light and the air which vary 
continually. For me, it is only the surrounding atmosphere which gives subjects their true value.”

Charla Marion Pavlik
charlamarionpavlik.com
art.on.earth@gmail.com
Mixed Media Artist

15
RICK BULLOCK FINE ART STUDIO  |  428 Hemphill Street

Rick Bullock  |  Owner  |  Artist
mbullrbull@sbcglobal.net
Non-objective expression

16
FRESNEL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  |  1128 S. Main Street  |  fresneltech.com
Fresnel Technologies, Inc., founded in 1986, is a leading manufacturer of molded plastics Fresnel lenses and related optical 
components. Their specially developed optical materials are suitable for applications from the ultraviolet to the infrared.

MUSIC 5:00-10:00 P.M. The Gypsy Playboys

Nelson Cardenas  Ceramics

Nelson Claytor  Photography

Sophie Claytor  Photography

Richard Claytor  Photography

Linda Claytor  Photography

Meg Fraelich  Jewelry

Sarah Green  Digital Monoprint

Amy Harmon  Glass, Sculpture, Ceramics

Denise Merkle  Mixed Media

Joanna Merrell Mills  Mixed Media

Tina Perez  Floral Sculpture

Mohammad Taherian  Photography

Daniel Taylor  Electromagnetic Media
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OFFICIAL ARTSGOGGLE SPONSOR
MONCRIEF CANCER INSTITUTE  |  400 W. Magnolia Avenue
moncrief.com  |  facebook.com/Moncrief.Cancer

Moncrief Cancer Institute specializes in providing prevention, survivorship, and support services that are so important 
to defeating cancer and limiting its impact on your life.  While it began as a radiation center more than 50 years 
ago, Moncrief left radiation services in 2006 and moved in a new direction. They are now affiliated with the UT 
Southwestern Harold C. Simmons Cancer Center, the only National Cancer Institute-designated cancer center in 
North Texas. Moncrief recently opened a new 60,000 square foot facility on W. Magnolia Avenue.

FREE PARKING ALL DAY

1:30 P.M. – 3:00 P.M. Lemonade by Nosredna Boutique Catering

Noon – 7:15 P.M.  |  William Campbell Contemporary Art 
Moncrief Cancer Institute is proudly hosting 15 artists from the prestigious William Campbell Contemporary Art, 
celebrating its 40th Anniversary having opened on November 24, 1974. Bill and Pam Campbell are an integral part 
of the Texas art scene. In the art world for nearly 40 years, they have exhibited some of the most important artists of 
the day and continue to discover impressive emerging artists.

FILM & MUSIC
12:00 P.M. The Citizen Theater presents short films with James Johnston
1:30 P.M. Marcus Rockwell Trio
3:00 P.M. The Citizen Theater presents short films with James Johnston 
4:30 P.M. Fort Worth Opera Performance
6:00 P.M. The Citizen Theater presents short films with James Johnston

MAGNOLIAVILLAGE

Carol Benson
Ken Dixon
Jake Gilson
J.T. Grant
Billy Hassell

Bernd Haussmann
Jane Helslander
Joachim Kersten
Julie Lazarus
Brian Moore

Luther Smith
Richard Thompson
Kevin Tolman
Cecil Touchon
Judy Youngblood

Fort Worth Opera Performing at 4:30 P.M.
fwopera.org  |  facebook.com/FortWorthOpera

Over coffee one morning in 1946, Mrs. E L. (Eloise) Snyder and Mrs. August (Betty) Spain, both former 
opera singers, and Mrs. Jeanne Axtell Walker decided it was time for Fort Worth to launch an opera company 
of its own. With the help of hundreds of community volunteers, these ladies pulled off what many thought 
to be an impossible feat, bringing together all of the necessary elements for a first-class opera production in 
just seven months. From these inspired beginnings, Fort Worth Opera has continued to provide countless 
memorable performances.  Fort Worth Opera remains one of the 14 oldest opera companies in the entire 
nation, and the oldest continuously performing opera company in Texas.

Fort Worth Opera also boasts a highly successful opera education program bringing the exciting and colorful 
world of opera to over 50,000 school children each year across the state of Texas. The tour provides the first 
experience with classical music and drama for many elementary and middle school students.

The Citizen Theater Presents
Short Films from some of today’s top Texas filmmakers  |  Runtime: 1 hour 5 minutes
12:00. 3:00 & 6:00 P.M.

This collection of short films exhibits the phenomenal range of human discourse. Witness the impact that one 
person can have on another in stories that move from darkly comic to emotionally profound. The filmmakers on 
display are all directors who started off small and have moved on to make feature films establishing Texas as a 
hotbed for talent in the world of Independent Film.

Redemptitude by The Zellner Brothers
A preacher ventures deep into the Australian Outback to save the soul of a man who’s abandoned his faith.

David and Nathan Zellner are Austin-based filmmakers who have written, produced, and directed 
numerous award-winning shorts and feature films. Goliath premiered at the 2008 Sundance Film 
Festival, while Kid-Thing followed a 2012 premiere at the Sundance Film Festival with an extensive 
festival run, including an international premiere at the Berlin International Film Festival. The Buenos Aires 
International Festival of Independent Cinema held a retrospective of the Zellner brothers’ work to date in 
2012. Their latest film is Kumiko, The Treasure Hunter which premiered this year at Sundance where it 
was quickly snatched up for distribution and caught the attention of Alexander Payne (Nebraska) who 
came on as Executive Producer.

The Fickle by Bryan Poyser
A short film for USA Network’s Character Project starring Katie Aselton of The League. In one mesmerizing, 
un-broken take, a woman experiences 13 mornings with 13 former lovers all at the same time, losing herself in 
the question — has she just been too damn picky?

Bryan Poyser is a two-time Independent Spirit Award nominee. His third feature, Love & Air Sex, 
premiered at the 2013 SXSW Film Festival and was released in theaters by Tribeca Films. Bryan’s 
second feature Lovers Of Hate premiered in the US Dramatic Competition at the 2010 Sundance Film 
Festival and was nominated for the John Cassavetes Award at the 2011 Independent Spirit Awards. 
Lovers screened at over a dozen other festivals around the world and was released theatrically by IFC 
Films. Bryan was nominated for the Independent Spirit “Someone to Watch” Award in 2005 for his 
first feature, Dear Pillow. He lives and works in Austin, Texas, where he also lectures on screenwriting 
and directing at the University of Texas and Texas State University.
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Cork’s Cattlebaron by Eric Steele
A young protégé and his boss sit down for the most epic steak dinner of their lives in Omaha, Nebraska

Eric Steele is a playwright, filmmaker and producer from Dallas, TX. His latest film as writer/director is 
Bob Birdnow’s Remarkable Tale Of Human Survival And The Transcendence Of Self which is based 
on his play of the same name. The film has gone on to critical acclaim, playing festivals around the U.S. 
Steele also produced Sundance hit Pit Stop and is one of the operators of the Historic Texas Theatre in 
Oak Cliff, TX.

Hellion by Kat Candler
All hell breaks loose when little Petey Wilson and his two hell-raising brothers are left home alone. But can the 
boys suffer the consequences of their reckless behavior? Hellion takes us through the eyes of a seven-year old 
dreading the ultimate fear, punishment.

Kat Candler’s award winning short films Hellion and Black Metal have screened at Sundance, SXSW, 
Los Angeles Film Festival, San Francisco International Film Festival, and more. Her feature film, Hellion 
(based on this short) starring Aaron Paul and Juliette Lewis, premiered at the 2014 Sundance Film Festival 
and was released in theaters and on VOD through IFC and Sundance Selects. Candler was a recent recipient 
of the San Francisco Film Society/Kenneth Rainin Foundation Grant for her upcoming feature script Black 
Metal. Candler is a film production Lecturer at the University of Texas. 

Pioneer by David Lowery
A little boy awakens from a nightmare on a dark and stormy night. His cries wake his father, who comes to his 
room and proceeds to regale him with a dark and epic bedtime story that is one part history, two parts make 
believe and riddled through and through with the honest to goodness truth. The film stars popular musician 
Will Oldham. Pioneer premiered at Sundance Film Festival and was awarded Best Narrative Short Film at 
SXSW Film Festival in 2011.

David Lowery had his breakthrough with his first feature film, St. Nick, which follows two runaway 
children abandoned by their guardians. The film premiered at SXSW in 2009. It won the Texas 
Filmmaker Award at the 2009 AFI Dallas International Film Festival. In 2013, Lowery directed his 
second feature film, Ain’t Them Bodies Saints, which stars Casey Affleck and Rooney Mara. The 
film was nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival. It was selected to 
compete at the International Critics’ Week section of the 2013 Cannes Film Festival. In addition to 
having edited films such as Amy Seimetz’s Sun Don’t Shine and Shane Caruth’s Upstream Color, he also 
co-wrote Pit Stop with director Yen Tan. Lowery is currently in preproduction to direct a reimagining of 
the Disney film Pete’s Dragon.

Aftermath On Meadowlark Lane 
By The Zellner Brothers
While on their way to a mariachi recital, a 
devastating car crash forces a mother and her 
two sons to confront the truth about their past.

18

PANTHER CITY SALON  |  1306 May Street Suite 100  |  facebook.com/PantherCitySalonFortWorth
Panther City Salon is a full service hair salon in Fort Worth where you’ll find a team of well-educated, experienced 
and forward-thinking stylists working together as a team. At Panther City Salon, the goal is to intertwine a global 
concept on beauty and fashion with the nostalgia of Fort Worth.

Trayci Burnett  |  Gypsythis
ragamuffingirl@live.com
Mixed Media Art that conveys a warm but modern feeling. I enjoy taking things that have lost 
their purpose or value and giving them new life. My art has been shown at Urban Outfitters, 
Rahr Brewery, and festivals around the metroplex.

19
24 PLATES TAPAS BAR & RESTAURANT  |  407 W. Magnolia Avenue 
24platesfw.com  |  facebook.com/24plates
Located in the former historic W. F. Laurence Fine Flowers Shop, 24 Plates is a modern small plates restaurant, 
featuring a rotating menu of twenty-four seasonal dishes. Fresh produce and meats are locally sourced as much as 
possible, and a variety of vegetarian and gluten-free options are available. Guests can enjoy a full indoor and outdoor 
bar, live acoustic guitar music, and even dine al fresco on the 1,000 square-foot patio.

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. Lazy Summer Trio
3:00 P.M. Harley Stanley
8:00-11:00 P.M. Cody Culberson

Tristan Evans  |  tristan.evans38@yahoo.com
This series is 20th century American 35 mm photographers brought to life through paint. 
Each piece has a dichotomy of nostalgia and contemporary relevance.

Joshua Markham  |  Abstract Jos
abstractjsm.com  |  abstractjsm@gmail.com
Joshua Markham’s abstract work is like a snapshot in time or short story. Like all stories that 
we all enjoy, there is conflict, and a hint of sweetness, all culminating in a resolution.

Morgan Perry  |  Perspectives by Morgan
perspectivesbymorgan.net  |  info@perspectivesbymorgan.net
Paintings are a loud variety of style and painting medium. A lot of color; some abstract work 
and variation of aesthetics. Photographs of different “perspectives” of subjects, revealing a 
more in-depth perception of what our world has to offer. What is your perspective? 
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20
PROPER  |  409 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  propermagnolia.com  |  facebook.com/propermagnoliafw
A contemporary cocktail habitat and neighborhood favorite with a comfortable, non-smoking atmosphere, 
complete with patio.

MUSIC
7:00 P.M. Carmello Santini

James Hinkle
Jimehinkle@sbcglobal.net
Drawing creative influences from Impressionist artist from the late 19th and early 20 centuries 
Mr. Hinkle fills his canvas’s with vibrant colors and textures.

21
SHINJUKU STATION  |  711 W. Magnolia Avenue
shinjukustation.com  |  facebook.com/shinjukustation
Japanese cuisine in a casual, trendy setting. Lunch or dinner, both offering completely different and unique menus. Izakaya 
style dining (think tapas style) meant for social gathering, so it’s the perfect place to try a variety of items with friends.

Fort Worth Japanese Society  |  fwjs.org
Japanese calligraphy on display. The Fort Worth Japanese Society was founded in 1985 and has over 300 members. 
They welcome new members and those interested in all things Japanese.

22
JAG ADVERTISING  |  709 W. Magnolia Avenue Apt B
jaghq.com  |  facebook.com/pages/JAG-Advertising
Jamison Advertising Group is a results-driven agency that produces memorable and effective branding, marketing and 
communications through smart strategies and award-winning creative. With four offices nationwide, we embrace the 
personalities and distinctives of our clients and move their audiences to respond.

Michael Hollingsworth  |  Studio Art Prints
studioartprints.com  |  mail@studioartprints.com
My work ranges from product/travel photography, to graphic design, digital painting, as well 
as acrylic paintings.

23
ASCEND CONCEPTS, INC.  |  709 W. Magnolia Avenue Apt C 
ascendconcepts.com  |  facebook.com/ascend.concepts
Ascend Concepts is a creative services firm specializing in branding, web design and digital strategy. Their solutions 
come from a creative blend of strategy, design, web technology, and of course − listening to their clients.

Aaron Johnson  |  Aaron Mitchell Johnson
aaronmitchelljohnson.com  |  aaronjohnsondesign@hotmail.com
I recently opened a studio in the beautiful and historic Victory Arts Center and I’m excited 
about supporting my new neighborhood! This work is about layers of meaning, layers 
of emotion, layers of darkness and light. Most of the times my paintings are built on the 
complex noise of crumbling pages from old books and the stories they once were. Now 
just visual noise, these words are from another time that no longer have validity, but still 
provide the literary foundation that our society was built on, and subsequently the aesthetic 
foundation from which my paintings are made. From there the smoky haze ink is applied. 
Bold brushstrokes, layer upon layer, dark to darker, drawing the viewer in, then morphing 
into an ideogram or a type of calligraphic abstraction. Ultimately, these paintings are about 
understanding that meaning and clarity are not always lost in the depth of darkness. These 
things exist, hiding in the shadows waiting for discovery.

Andrew Werberig
awerberig@sbcglobal.net
Perspectives in steel, sculpture

24
HOT DAMN GALLERY  |  713 W. Magnolia Avenue
hotdamntamales.com  |  facebook.com/hotdamntamales
Hot Damn Gallery offers an ever-changing collection of fine art from locally and nationally renowned artists. The 
gallery is inside Hot Damn, Tamales! restaurant dining room offering a unique and comfortable atmosphere for patrons 
to observe original paintings, sculptures, glass works, ceramics, and limited edition signed photography. Owners Ione 
and Constantine Stavron hope to cultivate and promote the arts within the community by representing and exhibiting 
works from emerging and established artists. 

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. Gigi Cervantes & Chris Curtis
1:15 P.M. Curtis Box
2:30 P.M. Lori Drier
3:45 P.M. Ed Rogers
5:00 P.M. Skip Spoonts
6:15 P.M. Steve Long
7:30 P.M. Melinda Allen
8:45 P.M. Stephan Prigmore



25
BREWED  |  801 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  brewedfw.com  |  facebook.com/pages/Brewed
Brewed is a coffee house, pub and eatery serving specialty craft beverages, seasonal menu for breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner. Known as the locals’ living room where Fort Worthians can gather in community.

COMEDY & MUSIC
6:30 P.M. Curtis Needs A Ride, Improv Comedy
8:00 P.M. Grady Spencer & The Work
9:30 P.M. Curtis Needs A Ride, Improv Comedy Game Show

Cassie Burgess  |  Clover Hollow Soaps & Sundries
cloverhollow.etsy.com  |  clover.hollow@yahoo.com
Handmade, all natural soaps and assorted bath and body products.

Kimberly Gulick  |  Bum Girl Art
Kimmykristine@yahoo.com
The collection contains colorful and textured abstract paintings. Allow them to inspire you to 
draw your own individual interpretation.

Stephanie Longoria  |  Studio Longoria
studiolongoria.etsy.com  |  stephanie@studiolongoria.com
I make plashes, prints, and paintings.

Keith Thomson  |  Firehouse Pottery
firehousegalleryfw.com  |  keith.firehousepottery@gmail.com
Firehouse Pottery is a range of functional stoneware using a toasty speckled clay and 4 bright 
colored glazes (Harvest Orange, Bright Blue, Deep Red and Green). Firehouse will be 
demonstrating on the pottery wheel most of the day and you can even participate in glazing 
your own pre made coffee mug.

Jacob Vielma  |  Jake V. Photos
jacobvielma@gmail.com
I’m a local amateur photographer who wants to show you the DFW (mostly Fort Worth) area 
how I see it … and how my lens captures it.

26
CANE ROSSO  |  815 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  canerosso.com  |  facebook.com/CaneRossoFW
Cane Rosso serves hand-stretched Neapolitan pizza by an Italian trained pizzaioli.  They use fresh, house-made fior di latte 
mozzarella and the sauce is created by hand crushing San Marzano tomatoes.  The dough is prepared over two days using 
imported “double zero” Italian four and fired in their 900 degree wood-burning oven for just one minute.

Guillermo Tapia
g.d.tapia@hotmail.com
paintings, illustrations

27
THE LIVE OAK  |  1311 Lipscomb Street  |  theliveoak.com  |  facebook.com/theliveoak
The Live Oak Music Hall & Lounge is a premiere music, dining, and drink destination. Reminiscent of the historic 
building’s founding, the 1950s lounge setting within offers a savory menu and a mouth-watering beer-emporium. The 
music hall, replete with state-of-the-art sound, plays host to national touring artists. Just outside lies two patios with 
an outdoor stage as well as a scenic rooftop patio perched high above.

MUSIC
The Karaoke World Championships USA 2014 National Final



Front Porch/Main Entry (Outdoor)
12:00 P.M. Rosann Leafblad 
1:00 P.M. Trigger Fish
2:00 P.M. Antonio Wicker
3:00 P.M. Curtis Box
4:00 P.M. Sheran Keyton

Courtyard (Outdoor)
12:00 P.M. Svenny Baby!!!
2:00 P.M. The Cosmic Trigger
4:00 P.M. Breaking Light
6:00 P.M. William Farrell/Farrell & Friends

First Floor Living Room (Indoor)
12:00 P.M. Antonio Wicker
2:00 P.M. Jackson & Meeks Duo
4:00 P.M. Rosann Leafblad
7:00 P.M. Aileen & the Downtown Players

Second Floor Living Room (Indoor)
2:00 P.M. Rosann Leafblad
4:00 P.M. Antonio Wicker

Other Performances  - Times To Be Determined
Collective Force Dance Company,
Imperfekt, Lady Caress, The Bible Fire,
Souls Journey, Zuriel Merek

28  

812 W. Morphy St.  |  goodlifeseniorliving.com  |  facebook.com/goodlifeseniorcare
Quality senior living in a home like setting, with private rooms and bathrooms, built to accommodate a limited number 
of residents. We’re like assisted living, only better, safer, and more like home. 

MUSIC

Alejandra Britto  |  Mixed Media Paintings
alejandrabritto.com  |  alebrit@yahoo.com
Visual texture, strong composition, vibrant and bold use of color are just some of the elements 
of my work. I paint on canvas, paper, and wood that is framed ready to hang. Among my 
art works which have been sold internationally, you will find abstracts, musical instruments, 
ballerinas, etc.

Donna Conner  |  Desiderata Studio
facebook.com/DesiderataStudio  |  donna@donnac.com
Donna Conner works with acrylics primarily, but loves working with watercolor as well. She 
experiments with mixed-media, and creates custom family trees, murals, and paintings. 
Examples can be previewed at facebook.com/DesiderataStudio.

Belinda Daughtry  |  Belind’s Bottles  |  bgd401@charter.net
Beautifully decorated and lit recycled wine bottles provide a warm, colorful glow in any home 
or office. And the lit liquor bottles are a great focal piece in your bar or game room.

Lynda Effertz  |  Psychotherapist/Hypnotherapist  |  leffertz@flash.net
Art provides me with an opportunity to expand past old boundaries. This year, I have 
included watercolor and ink on paper as well as acrylic on paper or canvas. I have also be 
using various media to make goddess figures to remind women of their power that can be 
displayed on their altars, tables, and even in their kitchens. I hope you enjoy my work.

Anita Hale  |  Anita4Art
ajhale2@yahoo.com
Landscapes, Seascapes, Cityscapes in oil or watercolor.

Cathy Jamieson  |  Cathy Jamieson Creative Studio  |  Cathy@tbpsigns.com
Acrylic paintings, pen and ink illustration, embellished painted canvases with beads and 
things. Lots of items appropriate for kids rooms. Very unique kids growth chart canvases.
Pet themed items.

Donna Matney
donna.matney@sbcglobal.net
Nudes, still life, and custom animal portraits.

Steve Sanders  |  The Fort Worth Poetry Society
facebook.com/fortworthpoetrysociety  |  blackbeads _ tc@yahoo.com
The Fort Worth Poetry Society (FWPS) is the oldest, continuously operating literary 
society in the American southwest. Since 1910, poets from Fort Worth have been 
creating poetry and encouraging others to support and enjoy this literary art form. 
Currently, the FWPS includes award-winning, published poets of all ages. Our 
current president, Mike Baldwin, has won two state-level manuscript contests (Texas 
and Alabama) in the last two years. Whether you enjoy modern poetry, adventure 
poetry, or poetry slams, come by, ring the bell, and add some poetry to your night at 
ArtsGoggle! We will have representatives from the FWPS, the Seadog Slam, and other 
poetry groups from around the Metroplex!

Lois Way
lbway@earthlink.net
Painted boxes and frames. Small paintings and drawings greeting cards and bookmarks

Danette Wicker  |  Danette’s Urban Oasis
danettesurbanoasis.com  |  danette@danettesurbanoasis.com
Gourmet foods and gifts
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PRESENTED BY KEEP FORT WORTH FUNKY
1201 Lipscomb Street  |  keepfortworthfunky.com  |  facebook.com/keepfortworthfunky

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. I Happy Am
1:00 P.M. Kites & Boomerangs
2:00 P.M. The Bogus Green
3:00 P.M. Doo Little (Pixies Tribute Band)
4:00 P.M. Phantom Sensation
5:00 P.M. Dead Vinyl
6:00 P.M. Panic Volcanic
7:00 P.M. Animal Spirit
8:00 P.M. Black James Franco
9:00 P.M. Bomb Quixote

JAMES zAMETz & HAVEN zAMETz
Keep Fort Worth Funky  |  keepfortworthfunky.com  |  keepfortworthfunky@yahoo.com
We started Keep Fort Worth Funky with the mission to keep what is unique and special about this city intact. 
Not only that, we intend to make Funkytown even Funkier! Supporting local business, local artists, community 
organizations, farmers, growers, crafters, artists, musicians, out of the box thinkers, innovators, and world changers!! 
Supporting your local economy is the single most important and easiest thing you can do! We intend to be the 
change we want to see in the world. Won’t you join us? - James and Haven Zametz

Elisha Addamz  |  Glamour Puss
eaddamz13@gmail.com
I paint pinup women mostly on canvas with acrylic paint.
I also make necklaces and magnets.

Roderick Alalay  |  Photobooth Dollar
rod _ alalay@yahoo.com
Instant black and white photos

Whitney Allen  |  Cricks and Franks
facebook.com/CricksandFranks
whitamc@gmail.com
Sarcastic embroidered and cross stitched pieces

Brenda Almanza  |  bkalm’s world
bkalm2014@yahoo.com
My fun and fabulous jewelry is an assortment of beads and found materials. I also 
repurpose old and broken jewelry into works of one of a kind treasures.

Melanie Bentley  |  Bows by Maria
mbentley@integresearch.com
Hair Bows, Hair Bow Holders, Decorated Cake Carriers, Wood Crafts

Amy Berthelet  |  Amy’s Handmade Gifts
AmysHandmadeJewelry.com  |  amyshandmadebiz@gmail.com
Handmade beaded jewelry, tapestries, ornaments, and small hand-tooled leather items 
and handcrafted wooden items.

Kendell Blake  |  Totally Cute Creations
totallycutecreations@gmail.com
Selling recycled cheese platters made from wine bottles and burlap wreaths.

Kathryn Boulet  |  K. Boulet Designs
kbouletdesigns.com  |  indigodonovan@att.net
Fine handcrafted jewelry of innovative design. Using primarily Sterling or Gold fill wire 
and gemstones and pearls, I seek to create pieces that are modern classics. Chain Maille is 
showing up increasingly in my collection due to a happy collaboration with my husband, Karl.

Venita Cannon  |  Muddah’s Ink Art Gallery
muddahsink@gmail.com
Dreams Skulls “Longhorn Cow Heads”

Kim Cline
kimberlycbooher@gmail.com
Field studies in multi-media

Anita Cosme & Greg Wolff  |  Retrospectacle Art
etsy.com/shop/RetrospectacleArt  |  gregwolff@yahoo.com
Hand painted cuff bracelets and jewelry, assemblage art wall sculptures and mannequins 
and poured acrylic art
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Charley Davis  |  Charley Davis Art
facebook.com/pages/Charley-Davis-Art/251319458398884  |  cbdavis96@yahoo.com
Bones illustrating disagreeable traditions, the sweeping figures of dreary women; A 
blend of beauty and the macabre.

Susan Drake  |  Songbird Designs
facebook.com/SongbirdDesignsSD  |  e _ songbird@yahoo.com
Original handmade bohemian-style jewelry, including bracelets, necklaces, and earrings, 
made of silver, leather, stone, glass, and found and repurposed items. Also, handmade 
garden art and stepping stones of cement, stone, and glass.

Jo Dufo  |  Jo Dufo Studio
jodufostudios@gmail.com
Colorful, Funky, Spiritual Handpainted clothes, tshirts, paintings,and an array of eclectic 
art items from the Jo Dufo Studio.

Debby Epps  |  Debby Epps, Mixed Media Artist
debbyepps.weebly.com  |  debbyepps@msn.com
Abstract prints and original mixed media canvases with a vintage feel.

Lori Foust
joy.foust@my.tccd.edu
Mixed media altered books that can be used to hold anything from photos, notes, and 
memory items. Recycling old books and turning them into something beautiful.

Christopher Gonzalez  |  CjosephART
cjosephart.com  |  cjosephart@yahoo.com
In my paintings I like to portray a sense of excitement, loud noise, wild unforgiving 
expression that could possibly enhance your appreciation when observing my artwork. 
The absolute energy I obtain from music and the connections I receive from life’s 
occurrences, inspire me to infuse an array of colors into my paintings like no other.
The very essence of life, music and the revelation of art fuel my creativity and keep me 
immersed in what I love to do. 

Katy Hobbs  |  AbunDance
hobbstudiosfw.com  |  mrskatyhobbs@sbcglobal.net
AbunDance jewelry and hoops are handcrafted with love and prayer. Semiprecious 
stones and sterling silver charms are combined to create bracelets, necklaces, and 
malas or prayer beads. Each purchase of an AbunDance bracelet donates $5 to the 
Presbyterian Night Shelter. Come by, learn how to hoop, buy some beautiful jewelry, 
and support charity. “Love abundantly, Live playfully”
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c.jehring@att.net
Watercolor, acrylic and mixed media pieces exploring aspects of color.

Christopher Jenseth  |  QuadroPix, LLC
quadropix.com  |  chris@quadropix.com
Aerial photography utilizes state of the art unmanned aerial vehicles (octocopters) to 
provide aerial video and photography

Rick Jones & Sis Jones  |  Apache Style & Gifts
cinner07@yahoo.com
Apache leather crafts and Gifts

Karla King  |  King’s Whimsy
facebook.com/pages/Kings-Whimsy/331419953589866?ref=hl
kingswhimsy@charter.net
We create robot like sculptures from discarded junk and random objects - everyone a 
conversation piece that comes to life a second time, re-imagined.

Erin Lea  |  Olive Tree Botanical Body Care
olivetreesoap.blogspot.com  |  erindlea@gmail.com
Handcrafted soaps, lotions, and balms using all-natural ingredients

Scott Lubbers  |  Lubbers Gallery
lubbersgallery@gmail.com
Unique handcrafted copper jewelry, sculpture and metal art.

Mary Maxwell
mlmaxwell.net/  |  ziggystardork@gmail.com
Digital Collage Prints and Zines

Mikkia McQueary  |  Sweatshop Robot
etsy.com/shop/sweatshoprobot  |  mikkiamcqueary@yahoo.com
I create unique bags using fun fabrics with bold prints.
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Dianne Myers  |  Joey’s Bakery & Confections
joeysbakeryconfections.com  |  dianne@joeysbakeryconfections.com
Joey’s Bakery specializes in anything sweet...cupcakes, cookies, specialty cakes of all 
shapes and sizes. If you can dream it up, we can deliver!

Anne Parsons  |  Leather Baby Jewelry and Art
annelouiseparsons@gmail.com
Handmade jewelry using brightly colored ceramic beads and leather.

Mark Pridemore  |  Classic Wood Toys By Mark
etsy.com/shop/classicwoodtoys  |  classicwoodtoys@yahoo.com
At Classic Wood Toys by Mark I offer a unique collection of Handmade Toys and 
Lego Tables, Also a complete line of Waldorf and Montessori learning toys.

Celene Ramirez  |  GBT Western Art
crazyforhorses12.cr@gmail.com
Western Art in all mediums in all shapes and sizes

Greg Rivera  |  Studio GOYO
saatchiart.com/account/artworks/259197  |  gregoriorivera@alum.mit.edu
Painting is a consistent daily focus in my life. It is the bridge between cross-cultural 
insights in world views which holds my interest. The artist/scientist has the potential 
of enabling a higher-periphery intelligence through imagery. Both artist and viewer 
collaborate to be congruent in higher levels of abstraction. Both can mutually suspend 
beliefs of present world views to enter a deeper transcendence. The intent is to align 
the heart/brain into a creative and prosperous development process. The alignment 
creates a molecular, biological and cultural path to develop new wholistic maps as 
individuals, social beings and humanists. In the end, living in close proximity with a 
painting sets in motion a moment of daily subliminal experience. 

Maria Rodriguez  |  GrannieMa’s Attic
mvrdz72@sbcglobal.net
One of a kind semi-precious stone bracelts and fashion jewlery, crochet gifts, holiday décor

John & Sallie Rody  |  The Southside Pirate
SouthsidePirate.com  |  sallieonthego@yahoo.com
The Southside Pirate is 100% local music from Fort Worth soon to be on the FM. 
Listen to the diverse, local programming and support local music by purchasing your 
Southside Pirate T-Shirt, coozie, or button.  Record your personal message at Arts 
Goggle to play on SouthsidePirate.com

Sherry Schwartz  |  Altered States by STS  |  sherryschwartz@mac.com
Wheel thrown and hand built original pottery designs. Fanciful face mugs, colorful bowls 
and vases, unique sculptures with mixed media: vintage Tinker Toys®, clay, and remnant 
hardware. Included also will be some of my latest hand designed tiles with “surprising 
features” to make you laugh! Handcrafted in Fort Worth with locally made clay. 
Dinnerware is food, microwave and dishwasher safe unless otherwise noted.

Mary Shevlin  |  Rainpebbles Glass
rainpebblesglass.com  |  mary@rainpebblesglass.com
Artistic, creative, innovative, functional, fun fused glass in bright energetic colors.

John Walton
Liljhn2009@gmail.com
I have been a spray paint artist for over 14 years.

Suzanne Watson  |  Suzanne Watson Art
suzannewatson1443@gmail.com
Suzanne Watson Art provides Christian inspired paintings meant to draw the viewer 
close to The Lord. Paintings of Jesus during His earthly ministry, Mary holding the 
infant Christ, and Abraham’s expectant wife, Sarah, are just a few of the pieces to be 
seen. Paintings are done on professional grade canvases with acrylic paints. All paintings 
are varnished and come ready to hang on the wall and forever adorn your home!

Paul Wolff  |  Paul Wolff Art
facebook.com/paulwolffart  |  lordwolff1@charter.net
Paul Wolff is a Fort Worth artist who works in the media of painting, drawing and 
photography. His work ranges from paintings of famous musicians to darker works of skeletal 
remains from an Italian catacomb to photographs shot from abandoned places during urban 
exploration. Original works as well as fine art prints and photographs will be available.

30
BOMBSHELL BEAUTY FACTORY  |  909 W. Magnolia Avenue
bombshellbeautyfactory.com  |  facebook.com/BombshellBeautyFactory
The Bombshell Beauty Factory is armed with the tools to help you discover your inner Bombshell! They are a 
boutique style waxing/hair salon, influenced by 50’s vintage hollywood glamour.

Farida Degani  |  Henna Expressions  |  faridashabir@yahoo.com
Professional henna artist from the Dallas area, I know how important it is to use the freshest, 
best quality henna. The paste is made from recently imported henna powder from India and the 
ingredients used are pre-sifted henna powder, lemon juice, sugar and eucalyptus oil. This is the same 
recipe we use for all of our body art projects which lasts anywhere from 1 to 3 weeks. 
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Amber Lansing & Caitlin Denmark  |  Chicks & Stones
chicks-and-stones.com  |  chicksandstones@gmail.com
Unique, handcrafted jewelry made from Earth’s brilliant crystals and stones. We are best 
childhood friends who grew up in Fort Worth. Amber Lansing is pursuing her CPA license, 
and Caitlin Denmark is an Orthotist/Prosthetist. After receiving many compliments on our 
handmade stone and crystal jewelry, we wanted to share our passion for Earth’s works of art 
with others. Our jewelry collection appeals to women and men of every age and background, 
and our goal is for everyday art lovers to wear a unique piece of the Earth.

Shelly Jackman  |  Swift & 9
swiftandnine.com  |  shelly@swiftandnine.com
Hand painted greeting cards and unique embroidery. Featured on Buzzfeed.com!

Ashlie Stephenson  |  Merely Mundane
ashlienicholestephenson@gmail.com
Kimonos influenced by the bohemian lifestyle. Clothing guiding you back to a less 
complex way of life.

31
THEMATTIx ART GALLERY  |  909 W. Magnolia Avenue Suite 6  |  facebook.com/themattixart
Themattix Art Gallery is a new gallery by artist Clif Mattix and showcases pop and contemporary art as well as some 
urban decay photography. You will not find bluebonnets or cows as in most other galleries. There are over 20 local artists 
represented in the gallery and over 90 pieces of art. The art ranges in price, so there is something for everyone. 

Calvin Brown  |  Calvin Brown Photography
cbenterprise38@gmail.com
Photography work that mixes pop art.

Clients of the Hope Center for Autism
hopecenter4autism.com  |  laura4autism@aol.com
Each piece of art is an original work done by an individual child at Hope Center for Autism. 
The Hope Center for Autism provides one on one Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) 
Therapy to children on the autism spectrum. We build each program to meet the needs of that 
child. When you become a client your child does not join a program; we build a program for 
your child put together to meet your child’s specific needs and strengths. At the Hope Center 
for Autism we strive to provide your family with support. The child is not the only one who 
is affected by autism. The family is equally affected and the unit is forever changed. It is our 
desire to help you as a family find a new normal. The life you dreamed of is not gone, it’s is 
just different. Most of all, we provide your child with respect and dignity through therapy.

32
THE BOILED OWL TAVERN  |  909 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  theboiledowl.com
The Boiled Owl Tavern is known for their excellent jukebox, live music, fantastic selection of craft beers and full bar.

MUSIC
2:00 P.M. DJ Natty Patty
5:00 P.M. FREE MUSIC
6:00 P.M. Vincent Neil Emerson
7:00 P.M. Sur Duda
8:00 P.M. Mercury Rocket
9:00 P.M. Bitch Bricks
10:00 P.M. Picnic, Lightning
11:00 P.M. Doom Ghost
12:00 P.M. Sealion

Becky Hernandez
Becky Hernandez Handmade Jewelry
facebook.com/bhjewels
rebeccahernandez55@gmail.com
Unique creations, handmade with a variety of materials and techniques.

Guy Housewright  |  Guy Housewright Photography
guyhousewrightphotography.com  |  guyhousewrightphotography@gmail.com
Photographs of abandoned structures and urban decay from Texas to New York and all 
points in between. From the empty hallway of a condemned hotel to the sprawling grounds 
of a former insane asylum or state hospital, I hope to draw the viewer in to a world that most 
people are not aware of, much less ever see.

Calvin Abucejo & Ray Liberio  |  Pussyhouse Propaganda
facebook.com/pu55yhouse  |  ray.liberio@gmail.com
Black Metal, Late 70’s/Early 80’s TV, Asian Food, Doom, Planet of the Apes, Paint Fumes, 
Kitty Cats and Celebraty Gossip all oozing together through the nozzels of our spray paint 
cans and onto wood and other found items.

Autumn Brackeen Maxson
autumnbrackeen@yahoo.com
Mixed Media

Steve Steward  |  Wizardvizion Media
facebook.com/Wizardvizion  |  stevesteward16@gmail.com
A collection crappy of cartoons depicting regular people doing boring things and being, at 
various intervals, mostly agreeable or totally terrible, enjoying minor triumphs and suffering 
through low-level hassles. And monsters and demons, that kind of stuff.



33

MOONLIGHT TRADING COMPANY  |  1314 Alston Avenue   |  moonlighttradingcompany.com
Devin Holloway and Jan Ivy have had a lifelong affection for antiques and vintage items.  Their hunting ventures have 
taken them as far away as England and as close as the wonderful little towns of Texas and across the country.  If you 
are looking for something special, just let us know, and we will find it. Moonlight Trading Company is a retail store 
combining elements of vintage and antique furniture, lighting, paintings, and home décor.

John Ladd  |  John F. Ladd Fine Art  |  johnladd.com |  ladman1@mac.com
Fine art photography, abstraction, hurricanes, twisters, the eye of the storm, the heavenly 
calm afterwards, from the outer banks to the Abaco cays in the Bahamas, multiple exposures, 
metaphysical abstractions, odd old things with a life to them. I work both in medium format 
film, and in digital formats and often blur the boundaries. As an example one week I am in the 
vast empty desert canyons of the Palo Duro, the next week in a flooded out post hurricane 
Sandy Abaco Bahamas and somehow, these images are related by more than being just 
polar opposites. This is what makes my work captivating and thought provoking. I have work 
in a number of fine collections, in the USA and abroad. And have most recently garnered 
attention for my environmentally based documentation of the sensitive and battered outer 
banks of North Carolina. 

34
TINA’S COCINA  |  961 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  tinas-cocina.com
Authentic street style tacos and traditional mexican dishes at very affordable prices for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Elisabeth Lee  |  Arts by Elisabeth Anne
Elisabeth24lee@gmail.com
Arts by Elisabeth Anne features a wide variety of talent. Our booth will display acrylic 
paintings, handmade jewelry, tee shirt quilts and refurbished furniture.

Angela Morrell  |  Angie’s Cosmic Studio
etsy.com/angiescosmicstudio  |  angelamorrell27@gmail.com
Angie’s Cosmic Studio was created by 25 year old artist Angela Morrell. After being 
diagnosed with an autoimmune disorder in December, including Ulcerative Colitis and 
Fibromyalgia, Angela decided to shift her focus from her chronic pain to spray paint art by 
creating bright and colorful dreamlike escapes on both canvas and poster board. A self-taught 
and passionate artist, Angela has also created personalized custom paintings, including the Star 
Wars Death Star, Deadmau5, Pink Floyd Dark Side of the Moon, Super Mario characters, 
and Mickey Mouse. Almost all of the art found in Angie’s Cosmic Studio is “black light-
friendly” and some paintings are “glow-in-the-dark.” 

Shannon Schow  |  shannonschow.artfire.com
dymnddesign@sbcglobal.net
Specializing in wire wrapping. Custom Unique Jewelry

35
zIO CARLO MAGNOLIA BREW PUB  |  1001 W. Magnolia Avenue
gr8ale.com  |  facebook.com/ziocarlobrew
Enjoy the finest craft beer available in Texas and beyond. To make it even better, we have a stone pizza oven and 
will throw a gourmet pizza your way for the total craft beer experience!

MUSIC LINEUP
5:30 P.M. Mountain Kid
6:30 P.M. Biscuit Head
7:30 P.M. Trai Bo
8:30 P.M. Cleanup
9:30 P.M.  Jacob Furr & The Only Road

Jerrel Sustaita  |  Sustaita Studio
sustaitastudio.com  |  Jerrel@sustaitastudio.com
Nuevo Urbanismo / the Urban Southwest: Bold colors and loose lines form these energetic 
interpretations of traditional genres. Beyond the paint drips and scuff marks the viewer finds delicate 
brushwork. Made in the manner of the French impressionist a dash of Krylon brings a fresh feel 
to landscapes and portraits. The pottery leans towards a sense of immediacy. Embellished with 
whimsical drawings the earthenware finds a happy median between rustic and Zen.

Sheila Ewing  |  Artsy Drinker
artsydrinker.com  |  sheilaewing@tx.rr.com
Born from a love of good times, great friends, and unique art, the Artsy Drinker is the place to 
find fun, creative, hand-crafted pieces that combine a commitment to recycling with a passion 
for a great drink!  In 2011, longtime friends Korie Flippo and Sheila Ewing created Artsy 
Drinker, a company singularly focused on recycling and repurposing drinking materials into 
beautiful, one-of-a-kind pieces of art. The Artsy Drinker is a unique line of candles, coasters, 
bottle openers, and key chains.

36
SPAWGLASS CONTRACTORS, INC.  |  1000 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  spawglass.com
Louis Spaw and Frank Glass first met at Rice University in the late 1930s. Fifteen years later, the pair crossed paths 
once again and started their own construction company - SpawGlass. Now, 61 years later, SpawGlass’ revenue 
exceeds $475 million per year and is 100 percent employee-owned. We are driven to provide our clients with 
the absolute best construction experience, resulting in long-term relationships with clients, architects and specialty 
contractors. One thing that has never changed since 1953 is SpawGlass’ passion for its people. As Louis Spaw 
stated, “We don’t just build buildings. We build people.” 

Heather Bond  |  Art of Heather
artofheather.com  |  waterwizardnow@charter.net
Heather Bond is a local Fort Worth artist that paints her paintings in a series of themes. Each series 
of paintings reflect an experience, or reflection of her her own evolvement both artistically and 
spiritually. All of her work is oil on canvas and she builds a custom box frame to make it ready to 
hang. Her Underwater Series and her latest, Goldfish series are on display this year at ArtsGoggle.



Heather Bond (continued)
The underwater series is representative of her love for light and water reflections. She captures 
several dramatic scenes that are open to your own story interpretation. The Goldfish series 
is showing her love for the liquid movements and striking orange colors of the goldfish. The 
story of fortune that goes with the fish and how the fish alone and in a human story can be a 
powerful relationship in the art piece.

Geri Brettmann  |  Artworxs Studio
artworxs@icloud.com  |  mombret@sbcglobal.net
A description of life in a past and present tense coming together in irruptions of color and 
linear motion. Culminating in what the audience views with their own understanding.

John Cockrell, Jr.  |  John Cockrell Photographer
jcockrellphoto.com  |  jcockrell02@gmail.com
Growing up in a family printing business, John Cockrell Jr. has been around photography 
and reproduction since birth. John began working on art as a senior at TCU, learning 
composition and dark room skills (back when dark rooms actually existed). With an eye for 
black and white photography, John works to combine experience from his career in printing 
with his love of photography. Through experimenting with producing photographs on wood, 
acrylics, aluminum and any other material he can locate, his photography moves beyond a 
two-dimensional realm.

Essie Graham  |  epgphotography
epgphotography.com  |  inetstrkid@msn.com
Fine Art Black &White, and color Photography. I enjoy pictures that have a “mood” to them, 
this is what I strive for in my images.

Amanda Reaves  |  Astria Legends
astrialegends.com  |  incandesence@gmail.com
Welcome to the world of LIVING BREATHING COLOR! Amanda paints vivid 
depictions of an amazing fantasy world called Astria, filled with beautiful characters and 
vibrant colors. She also brings Astria to life through novels, comics and more.

Chuck Shanlever  |  Chuck Shanlever Photography
chuck-shanlever.smugmug.com  |  cshanlever@yahoo.com
Photography that is usually, but not always black and white. This collection represents 
photographs made on trips to New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas, Texas and Louisiana. The 
subjects tend to iconic Americana, old churches, old cars, trucks and farm equipment, rusting 
where they were abandoned, now part of the topography of the land.

Shayna Weeden  |  Shayna Weeden Jewelry
Facebook.com/ShaynaWeedenJewelry  |  shaynajewelry@gmail.com
Hand crafted jewelry in sterling silver and 14 KT GF with semi precious stones, beads, 
pearls and vintage components such as lockets, watches and brooches.
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. 55 ARTISTS | 10 BANDS

65 ARTISTS | 12 BANDS | 4 MURALS

4 ARTISTS PAINTING LIVE MURALS ON-SITE, INCLUDING:
o  Returning artist Brad Smith – Shipping & Receiving, 201 S. Calhoun Street   
	 Regionally	known	as	one	of	the	first	artists	involved	in	revitalizing	Deep	Ellum		 	
	 with	his	colorful,	large-scale	murals.	Smith	unveiled	his	first	Fort	Worth	mural	PAY		
 ATTENTION: This is Important! at the 2013 ArtsGoggle.
o Adam Werner – W.A. Powers Building, 125 S. Main Street An artist and   
 elementary art teacher living and working in Fort Worth. He has a BFA in painting  
 from University of Texas at Arlington.
o Donald Rice – Texaco Building, 200 E. Broadway Avenue. Founder of the Dead  
 Artist Society, Don Rice is an accomplished Fort Worth painter and muralist. (Left)
o Mike Moffatt and John Worley– Amphibian Stage Productions, 120 S. Main  
 Street. Co-founder of Art Hunger, Moffatt specializes in visual arts that draws upon  
 iconic pop culture imagery

PARK PLACE VILLAGE
8TH AVENUE & PARK PLACE AVENUE

SOUTH MAIN VILLAGE
DAGGETT AVENUE & SOUTH MAIN STREET

NOTEABLE DFW MUSICIANS KEVIN ALDRIDGE,  
CHRIS JOHNSON OF TELEGRAPH CANYON 
AND SALIM NOURALLAH, ALONG WITH 
AUSTIN’S RUSSIAN GYPSY FOLK BAND, 
FLYING BALALAIKA BROTHERS PLAY 
AT THE PARK PLACE VILLAGE STAGE ! 

CHILDREN’S BOUNCE 
HOUSES AND ACTIVITIES
“MEMORIES IN THE MAKING” IS THE ALzHEIMER’S 
ASSOCIATION ART PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE WITH DEMENTIA.  
WITH SOME ASSISTANCE, INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE LOSING THE ABILITY TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH WORDS PICK UP A PAINTBRUSH AND ExPRESS THEMSELVES 
IN WATERCOLOR PAINT. THE POETIC AND ENIGMATIC WORKS OF ART, ALONG 
WITH THE TITLES AND STORIES THE ARTISTS GIVE THEM, PRESENT A WINDOW 
ONTO THE WORLD OF THOSE WHO ARE LOSING THE ABILITY TO THINK, 
SPEAK OR DO.  SEE THIS WORK ON DISPLAY AND AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE.

STUDENTS OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF FORT WORTH 
WILL BE SHOWCASING THEIR WORK AS
EMERGING FORT WORTH PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS

ART INDOORS AT URBAN YOGA, ROSEWATER HOOKAH LOUNGE,  
THE ART STATION, CIRCA, SCHMEDEL AND OLD NEIGHBORHOOD GRILL

STILT WALKING PERFORMANCES  
AT 1 P.M. AND 4 P.M.
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Amphibian Stage Productions
The Starr Conspiracy

Mijo’s Fusion

The Boiled Owl Tavern

Squirrel City Ink

Historic Fairmount NA

The Art Station

1300 W. Magnolia Ave.

The Chat Room Pub

Kent & Co. Wines

World Languages 
Institute

Shaw's 

Fresnel Technologies, Inc.

Shinjuku Station

Moncrief Cancer Institute

THUMBTECHS

Shipping & Receiving

Broadway Baptist Church

Stir Crazy Baked Goods

Good Life Senior Living

W.A. Powers Company

Rick Bullock Fine Art Studio

BREWED

South Main Village Artist Street Party

Historic Supreme Golf Warehouse

The Live Oak

SiNaCa Studios 
Magnolia Cheese Company

Avoca Coffee
Spiral Diner & Bakery

Fifth Avenue Eyewear

Moonlight Trading Company

Zio Carlo 

Themattix Art Gallery

Magnolia Green Block Party 

The Flying Carpet

The Gallery at Lander’s Machine Shop

Panther City Salon
SpawGlass 

Hutson Studio

The Lifeworks Group P.A.

Northern Realty Group
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Fort Worth Bike Sharing

Texaco Building on Broadway

J.O. | Gallery 440

Cockrell Enovation

24 Plates Tapas Bar & Restaurant
PROPER

JAG Advertising
Ascend Concepts, Inc.
Hot Damn Gallery

Cane Rosso

Tina’s Cocina

Mamma Mia 

West Magnolia Plastic Surgery

Cat City Grill
Historic 1208 W. Magnolia

Ephemera!

Gran Cru Wine Bar & Boutique

Rudy the Barber

Bombshell Beauty Factory

MAGNOLIA

ROSEDALE

Park Place Village Block Party

Cowtown Marathon

Chadra Mezza & Grill

Old Neighborhood Grill

WineHaus

The Lilipad on Magnolia

The Usual

Nonna Tata
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Future Home of the Citizen Theater

Envoy Hospice

Words on Wheels

Sportswear Graphics

The Bearded Lady

Texas White House Bed & Breakfast

Benito’s Restaurant

Urban Yoga

Rosewater Hookah and Cafe
J & N Automotive

Schmedel
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Lazarus Studio
Itsee Trading Co.
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SCULPTOR RICK 
LUEPKE UNVEILS HIS  
20-FOOT TALL 
DOUBLE-HEADED 
STEEL DRAGON 
AT 1455 W. MAGNOLIA AVENUE 

FWISD WORLD LANGUAGES INSTITUTE HOSTS STUDENT-LED  
TOURS OF THE SCHOOL FROM NOON TO 4:00 P.M. WORKS 
FROM LOCAL ARTISTS AND STAFF FILL THE SCHOOL

CUSTOM  
HENNA ART BY 
FARIDA DEGANI AT 
BOM BS H E LL 
BEAUTY FACTORY

AVOCA COFFEE AND MELT ICE CREAMS  
HAVE TEAMED UP FOR A 
DREAMY ARTSGOGGLE TREAT,  
AFFOGATOS – A SHOT OF 
ESPRESSO ON A SCOOP 
OF DELICIOUS ICE CREAM

THE GOOD LIFE SENIOR LIVING IS THROWING A TRUE ARTSGOGGLE PARTY WITH  

MORE THAN 10 ARTISTS ON DISPLAY AND  
19 BANDS PERFORMING THROUGHOUT THE DAY

KEEP FORT WORTH FUNKY PRESENTS  
MAGNOLIA GREEN ARTIST BLOCK PARTY FEATURING  
12 BANDS, 45+ ARTISTS AND A VARIETY OF FOOD TRUCKS!

MAGNOLIAAVENUE 
VILLAGE

SPAWGL A SS 
HOSTS 7 ARTISTS

FREE TATTOOS AT 
SQUIRREL CITY INK

GRAND OPENINGS – PANTHER CITY SALON 
AND MOONLIGHT TRADING COMPANY

THEMATTIx GALLERY,  
LIVE PAINTING DEMONSTRATIONS

ENJOY SNOW CONES WHILE YOU WATCH 
GLASS BLOWING AT SINACA STUDIOS

THE UNLIKELY CANDIDATES AT 
THE CHAT ROOM PUB, 7:30 P.M.
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MAMMA MIA ITALIAN GRILL & PIzzA  |  1000 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  mammamiagrill.com
Serving authentic Italian dishes at affordable prices.

Pedro Escamilla
Pedroescamillajr@gmail.com
Acrylic on canvas and Fort Worth T-Shirts

Cecilia Lopez  |  Simply Upclose Photography
simplyupclose.com  |  cecilia@simplyupclose.com
A native of Fort Worth with a passion for art and music, growing up I was always drawing, painting, 
working with clay, and many other mediums. I like to think I see things in everyday life that other 
people may overlook. My mother began instilling a love of music, literature, and art in my life 
since infancy. My father tried to teach me to look at things from “outside the box”, always saying 
“you need to know how things work”. As I have grown I have noticed everyone is in a hurry and 
they tend to let the day pass in a rush. I have always had a passion for capturing moments with 
one precise image. Something to take with me and say “this was a good day, a special day, and it 
should be remembered.”

Catherine Lopez  |  Once in a Blue Moon
facebook.com/catherinelopezdesigns/photos _ stream
Catherine.L.Lopez@Outlook.com
Catherine is a Fort Worth native who aspires to be a professional jewelry artisan. Although her favorite 
pieces to create are earrings, she also makes necklaces and bracelets. Catherine only uses glass, wood, and 
metal in her creations with very detailed wire work. As all of Catherine’s creations are hand made original 
works, the chance that she will duplicate a piece only happens once in a blue moon.
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THE FLYING CARPET  |  1223 Washington Avenue
The carpet shop is open Monday - Friday from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. with complimentary Turkish Coffee and Tea, so stop 
by and see Abdullah, our visiting rug merchant, anytime. 

Mary Ayers  |  Joyjuice Jewelry  |  mary _ ayers@att.net
Handmade jewelry using semi-precious stones, glass beads, glass blocks filled with vintage 
papers of many kinds. Small canvases and framed works including vintage papers, acrylic paint 
and some embellishments.

Daniel King  |  Daniel King Fine Art
danielking1982.wix.com/danielkingfineart  |  danielking1980@hotmail.com
My works of art consists of normalcy and the use of imagination. My art brings the viewer’s 
mind into a world of color and design. Customers will have a chance to purchase and own a 
piece of art that will certainly bring joy and wonderment into their home. From abstracts to 
automotive design, my art will certainly attract an eye or two.
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SiNaCa STUDIOS SCHOOL OF GLASS & GALLERY
1013 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  sinaca.org  |  facebook.com/sinacastudios
SiNaCa Studios School of Glass and Gallery is dedicated to providing North Texas an opportunity to experience 
the rich tradition of glass as a creative medium through education and studio involvement.  Founded by several local 
glass artists, this new facility is available to everyone. From the beginning student to the professional, who wishes to 
learn new skills in glassblowing, kiln-formed glass, and flameworking.

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. Sombati
1:00 P.M. Jordan Franz
2:00 P.M. Sons of Sierra
3:00 P.M. The Klamour
4:00 P.M. Chingalotus
5:00 P.M. Picnic, Lightning
6:00 P.M. Sally Majestic
7:00 P.M. Josh Hendrick
8:00 P.M. Pageantry
9:00 P.M. Will Roth
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SHAW’S PATIO BAR & GRILL  |  1051 W. Magnolia Avenue
shawspatio.com  |  facebook.com/ShawsBurgers
Serving lunch, dinner, brunch, full bar service, delivery and catering. Shaw’s is an ever-growing institution of the Near 
Southside dream. Home to two beautiful patios, 21 Burgers, 7 hot dogs, 15 sandwiches, 7 salads, 2 daily soups, 
plus their famous shakes and malts! 

Mike Moffatt  |  Lookout Hill Artwork
art.by.moffatt@gmail.com
I try to capture a moment or scene from various POP Culture films and TV sitcoms. Favorites of 
mine are any film from Wes Anderson or the series Breaking Bad, to the Big Lebowski. My style is 
mixed but i try to find my favorite scenes and recreate them in a painting. Also I’m moving into the 
custom vinyl toy world, with ideas of custom fan art from TV and film. I will be painting a mural at 
120 S. Main Street during today’s ArtsGoggle event!

Mandy Paquette  |  Mandylopandy
facebook.com/MandylopandyArt
mandylopandy@gmail.com
Contemporary Illustrations
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WORLD LANGUAGUES INSTITUTE  |  Noon - 4 P.M.
1066 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  fwisd.org
Fort Worth ISD has a new school in the neighborhood! The World Languages Institute (WLI) officially opened its 
doors and welcomed students Monday, August 25. Fort Worth ISD’s WLI is the first secondary school to open its 
doors to students from the Spanish Immersion and Dual Language Enrichment programs, as well as students who are 
interested in pursuing careers with an international focus. 

Please join us for student-led tours of the facility from noon to 4:00 p.m. Works from local artists and staff fill the school. 
There are one-of-kind pieces from found object collage to painted and mixed media scenes from around the world.
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KENT & CO. WINES  |  1101 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  kcowines.com  |  facebook.com/kcowines
Kent & Co. is a pioneering concept in one of Magnolia’s most stunning establishments.  At Kent & Co. you can drop 
off your vehicle for service in the morning and it will be taken to either Frank Kent Honda, Cadillac, or Hyundai for 
service. The Kent & Co. team will then take you to work, pick you up from work, and drop you back off at your 
clean and waiting vehicle. If, instead, you want grab a drink with your friends or grab a bottle to take home, Kent & 
Co. is your place for that as well. They have elegant patio seating where you and your friends can enjoy a glass of wine or 
one of their select beers. In addition, the Kent & Co. team are top-notch experts on all things wine.  Sommelier Chester 
Cox is eager to walk you through their extensive wine list of over 200 bottles and General Manager Darren Povero invites 
you to try many of the Southside specialties available for order from their small bites menu.

MUSIC LINEUP
1:30 P.M. Joe George
2:30 P.M. Jess & The Boys
3:30 P.M. Cody Culberson
5:30 P.M. Collective Dreams

Cheryl De Loache’  |  Shobek Studio art by CL De Loache’
cldeloache.com  |  cldeloache@yahoo.com
Cheryl is a professional visual artist who works in ceramics and other media. Her passions for self-
expression through art are often noted for their unique style, elegance and technique. Cheryl paints 
with a style that blends precise realism with impressionistic contemporary art. Her use of vibrant 
colors and soft edges make her work an excellent choice for a wide range of projects and purposes. 
Her aspirations are that the artistic endeavors of each work stimulate, provoke, and beckon the 
conscious and subconscious passions of the viewer to encounter the charisma of the world’s seen and 
unseen existence that draws one’s essence to the symphony of the ultimate Designer; breathing in a 
whisper, ‘I love you forever’ in each breath of the natural world. 

Garrett Gilliam  |  G2 Photography
gtwophotography.net  |  garrett.gilliam00@yahoo.com
Photography and abstract paint collaboration with artist DJ Naehritz

SiNiCa STUDIOS



DJ Naehritz  |  Artworks by DJ Naehritz
Djnaehritz@gmail.com
DJ approaches every blank canvas with an open mind and heart, and allows the imagery to express 
itself. Paintings evoke emotions with a jazzy symphony of abstract rhythms and structures, and with 
passionate colors. Media include acrylic and mixed media. 

Rob Jackson  |  Rob Jackson Art
robjacksonart.com  |  rob@robjacksonart.com
Realism paintings focusing on celebrities and athletes.
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SQUIRREL CITY INK  |  1228 S. Adams Street  |  squirrelcityink.com
facebook.com/SchaeferAdvertising
FREE TATTOOS!
On-site T-shirt printing
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MIJO’S FUSION  |  1109 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  mijostx.com  |  facebook.com/mijosfusion
Mijo’s Fusion is truly a one-of-a-kind fusion of Asian and Latin cuisines.  Where else can you get Tempura-battered 
Jalapenos, Angry Kung Pao or Korean Short Rib Tacos, a Burrito Bowl and Imperial Fried Rice all in the same place? 

Heidi Russell
Hrussell2009@aol.com
Oil and/or watercolor paintings of mostly architectural subjects.
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WEST MAGNOLIA PLASTIC SURGERY  |  1200 W. Magnolia Avenue Suite 110
westmagnoliaplasticsurgery.com  |  facebook.com/westmagnoliaplasticsurgery
Dr. McLaughlin was the first female plastic surgeon to establish a practice in Fort Worth and her ability to 
communicate with her patients on a more personal level is a popular attribute. As a woman, Dr. McLaughlin has the 
unique ability to comprehend the concerns of females and their interest in rejuvenation of the face and body.

Anita Barnard  |  13 Moons Art
13moonsgrove.com  |  anmabar@gmail.com
Artisan handmade jewelry including fresh water pearls, semi-precious stones and fused dichroic glass. 
Abstract painting, mixed media and collage art on canvas or wood panel. Mosaic art.

Tom Carlton  |  Tom Carlton Art
tomcarltonart.com  |  tom.carlton@yahoo.com
I love to create. I have been an artist my whole life and in so doing I have challenged myself to paint 
many things. I work with acrylic paint and like to do both wet technics and layering technics to 
create a sense of realism with out painting every fine detail. I like to capture the emotions of a person 
in painting and hope you enjoy my work.

Delana McCarthy  |  Designs by Delana
delana.mccarthy@sbcglobal.net
Customizable, freestyle hand stamped necklaces, bracelets and earrings! handcrafted jewelry!

Susan Nus  |  A Touch of Glass
susanelizabethnus@sbcglobal.net
Kiln glass jewelry and tableware incorporating a delightful variety of vibrant color, desigh, texture and style.
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CAT CITY GRILL  |  1208 W. Magnolia Avenue Suite 120  |  catcitygrill.com  |  facebook.com/catcitygrill
Biz-lunch by day and hot spot happy-hour come nightfall with friendly service and moderate pricing. 

Jessica McBride  |  McBride & Co.
jalicewaters@gmail.com
Art for home using recycled materials and reclaimed wood.

John South  |  Second-Chance Salvage
facebook.com/pages/Second-Chance-Salvage/251575181688775  |  south.john@att.net
Home décor and furniture made from reclaimed barn wood and other salvaged material.
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HISTORIC 1208 W. MAGNOLIA AVENUE  |  1208 W. Magnolia Avenue
facebook.com/Historic1208
The Historic 1208 Building is a “Tribute to the past, and a foundation for the future”.  This historic mixed-use 
building is home to office, restaurant, retail, studio space and much more!



James Haddock  |  art by jhaddock
jameshaddock.com  |  jhaddockart@jameshaddock.com
Resident artist at 1208 West Magnolia.  After a 44 year career in education as a teacher 
and counselor, I seemed to just unleash a passion for art. I had learned much from observing 
nature while living on and improving a five acre wooded lot. Naturally the textures and colors 
of nature, including the spring and fall colors of North Texas, can be seen in my paintings. My 
mixed media art is experimental art. I normally do not have a preconceived idea about the art 
piece when I start, which is so exciting because the outcome is always surprising. When I do 
begin with a specific idea, the result often surprises me, thus each finished piece is a unique, 
one-of-a-kind, and never can be duplicated.

Starr Perry  |  Abstract Zebra Art
abstractzebra.com  |  Starr@abstractzebra.com
Starr Perry’s current collection of work experiments with intriguing combinations of Golden 
acrylics, mediums and mixed media for a dazzling display of color, texture and soul. Through 
an eclectic and interesting curriculum, Starr explores art as part of her spiritual journey and 
self-expression. Her work combines personal symbology and mythology with exquisite color to 
express emotion, and unusual elements and texturing to express soul - all the while balancing 
the classic fundamentals of foundational design, the focus of her current work and series. 
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EPHEMERA!  |  1208 W. Magnolia Avenue
ephemerafw.tumblr.com  |  facebook.com/ephemerafortworth
Ephemera! We are a plant and comics boutique that create one of a kind terrariums and planters, designed as 
immersive environments. Every piece is meant to evoke a unique world for you to explore. We also apply our 
aesthetic to weddings, events, and custom home and business pieces, as well as doing drawings, prints and comics 
inspired by the likes of Jack Kirby, Moebius, the Hernandez brothers, Heavy Metal Magazine and the current wave 
of independent “Fusion” cartoonists.

Voted Fort Worth’s Best Gift Shop by the Fort Worth Weekly, Ephemera is the mint green dream of Suz Reyes and 
Frank Garcia specializing in whimsical terrariums, planters, curated gifts, custom builds and comics with a focus on 
independent and creator owned titles.

Suz Reyes |  Owner  |  Artist
ephemerafw@gmail.com
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HUTSON STUDIO  |  1208 W. Magnolia Avenue
etsy.com/shop/HutsonStudio  |  facebook.com/hutsonstudio
You may have heard of our full-service communications agency, Hutson Creative, where we produce work tailored to 
fit the needs of our amazing clients. We’re an imaginative bunch, and Hutson Studio is where we let our creativity run 
free—no boundaries. We showcase it in art prints, photography, stationery, greeting cards, and more. We play with 
things like watercolors, metallics, hand drawn illustrations, typography, screen & letterpress, interesting camera angles, 
and witty words. Come see what feeds our spirit. It might feed yours, too. 

Brian Hutson  |  Brian Hutson Photography
brianhutsonphotography.com  |  brian@hutsoncreative.com
Photographer Brian Hutson captures extraordinary images that are truly works of art. He has been a 
professional photographer since 2004, but has had a camera in hand since he was only 9 years old. 
Brian’s visually stunning photographs each tell a story of their own. His use of architectural angles and 
vivid colors create impactful imagery. As a published photographer, Brian’s award-winning work has 
been featured in: USA Today, The New York Times, Food Network, ELLE Decor, Men’s Health, 
NBC, as well as various magazine covers, advertising campaigns and websites.

Monika Kusinska Paez  |  Autograf New York
In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, Hutson Studio is launching a collection of art pieces, 
featuring watercolor illustrations of beautifully intricate lace bras. The series of limited edition art prints 
and notecards are hand-drawn and painted by fashion designer and illustrator, Monika Kusinska 
Paez. Kusinska Paez, who is currently the president of Autograf New York, has also designed for 
brands including Ann Taylor, Fossil, Lucchese and the Camuto Group. The four exclusive prints 
include a magenta lace bra thoughtfully named “The Ashley” for a dear friend recently diagnosed 
with breast cancer; a portion of the proceeds from all prints from this collection will be donated for 
her medical care. The art prints will be available for purchase as notecards, large prints and canvases, 
retailing from $5-$500. Guests may enjoy complimentary signature pink bubbly from Kent & Co. 
Wines and beer from Rahr & Sons Brewing Co.
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THE LIFEWORKS GROUP P.A.  |  1208 W. Magnolia Avenue Suite 200  |  wefixbrains.com
The LifeWorks Group, PA is a collaborative community of creative therapists in Dallas and Fort Worth. At 
LifeWorks, we bring our “what box?” approach and relentless commitment to collaboration to our work with adults, 
teens, children, elders, couples and families.

Will Scott  |  Fox Logix Supply Co.
thefoxlogix.com  |  info.foxlogix@gmail.com
Fox Logix Supply Co. is a premium leather accessory brand, gathering the highest quality materials to 
create long lasting hand-crafted products. Our brand is curated under a simple philosophy that pairs 
our wild curiosity with logical intelligence. This harmonious balance forms a perfect connection with 
any environment. Sleek and stylish for the everyday explorer.



Justin Womack  |  Kersiv Visual Designs
kersiv78@gmail.com
Contemporary Acrylic and Ink painting and illustration
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FIFTH AVENUE EYEWEAR  |  1223 5th Avenue  |  fifthavenueeyewear.com
A family owned business, Fifth Avenue Eyewear specializes in childrens eyewear, contacts and vintage frames.

MUSIC
4:00-6:00 P.M. Alis & Paul

Alison Beason  |  etsy.com/shop/BlownAwayInk
alisonbeason@yahoo.com
Blown Ink on Canvas & Found Objects with Positive Expressions

Lorri Hanna  |  Lorri Hanna Art  |  LorriHannaArt@gmail.com
The expressive arts have been part of my life since childhood, beginning with dance. In the 
early 1990’s, and most recently as part of my healing process, following my diagnosis of 
breast cancer in 2012, I began watercoloring. My art is a display of soulful expressions; from 
grieving my changed body to celebrating my full recovery. Depicted through whimsical figures 
and light colors, my work includes images of inspiration, self-love and peace. Influenced by 
my passions for dance, water, nature, travel and spirituality, the mixed media of watercolors 
provides a playful, healing or self-reflective visual. It is my honor to share my art, as each piece 
continues to be a reminder of self renewal and hope for others. 

Harriet & Paul Harral  |  HarralCrafts of Fort Worth
harralcrafts.com  |  paulharral@me.com
HarralCrafts of Fort Worth specializes in handmade wooden crosses in a variety of woods with 
additional ornamentation available. We also make door wreaths for all occasions and accept 
custom orders for family-specific special events. 

Helen Hogan
helenhogan.com  |  h.m.hogan@sbcglobal.net
Having worked with cats, dogs, and horses her whole life Helen gives personality and 
anatomical detail to her animal portraits. After sketching animals on her school papers, she 
took hiatus from art for a career teaching literature and writing. On retirement she began serious 
study of watercolor, pastel, and acrylic techniques. Pet portraits on commission. Florals and 
landscapes available. Helen’s novels are murder mysteries with horses in the background. 

Stephanie Jackson  |  Creative Vessel Mosaics
stephjeanjackson@gmail.com
Glass on glass mosaics as well as custom artisan furniture and decor.

Tammy Stewart  |  Gammy’s House- Heart Lifting Art
gammyshouse.com  |  tammy@gammyshouse.com
I believe in the healing power of art. It never ceases to amaze me how I can use simple everyday 
shapes, colors and uplifting words and magically transform them into beautiful children’s room art 
and inspirational paintings that has the magical power to positively change lives.
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1300 W. MAGNOLIA AVE. AT 5TH AVENUE

Cowtown Project Success 1
Donna.Eldridge@fortworthtexas.gov  |  projectsuccess1@gmail.com
Mission: Donna Eldridge mentors unsheltered youth so they can break the cycle of 
displacement by providing a creative outlet through art.
Vision: Empower unsheltered youth to transform their lives.
Art: Mosaics, tile coasters, Paintings, glass beaded windows

Jason Eggenburger & Steven Halliday  |  97w
studio97w.com  |  steven.halliday@studio97w.com
Founded by partners Jason Eggenburger and Steven Halliday, 97w is a Fort Worth, TX 
based, collaborative design lab that produces sustainable, limitless and timeless architecture and 
art. Through a process of iterative experimentation, 97w operate as a workshop – exploring 
ideas of time, space, light and materiality.

97w originated in Fort Worth, Texas, a frontier city located on the 97th meridian. In 1893, 
Frederick Jackson Turner introduced The Frontier Thesis, which stated that the seemingly 
boundlessness of a western frontier was the primary factor in the development of American 
civilization. Walter Prescott Webb later identified the 98th meridian as the key geographical 
feature in the development of American history and culture. The adaptation to a dry, treeless 
climate forced radical change in every aspect of American art, agriculture, industry and 
especially architecture. In the absence of a physical frontier, 97w carry these traditions on in 
the way we address the challenges of the modern frontier.

LeAnn Phillips  |  Ruby Merle Designs
rubymerledesigns@ymail.com
Mixed medium of artwork
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HISTORIC FAIRMOUNT NEIGHBORHOOD  |  1300 W. Magnolia Avenue @ 5th Avenue
historicfairmount.com  |  facebook.com/historicfairmount
Covering about one square mile, the Fairmount Southside Historic District contains one of the nation’s richest 
collections of turn of the century housing. Fairmount is comprised of about 20 subdivisions platted between 1883 
and 1907. We invite you to explore our site and through it learn about the largest historic neighborhood in the 
southwestern United States. Founded in 1978, the Fairmount Associations is one of the most active neighborhood 
associations in Fort Worth, Texas. Association volunteers are dedicated to improving the quality of life for all 
Fairmount residents.
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MAGNOLIA CHEESE COMPANY: CAFE & ARTISAN CHEESE SHOP
1251 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  magnoliacheese.com  |  facebook.com/magnoliacheese
A cut-to-order artisan cheese shop, focused on local and regional selections.  Also offering a full menu of sandwiches 
and salads, fresh to order.

Laura Hunt  | SeptemberArt
septemberart.me  |  laura@septemberart.me
Whimsy and fun are integral to what I do. I work in mixed media, typically a combination 
of watercolor, collage, and stamping. The work includes purely abstract, symbolic, and 
representational work. I’m currently interested in the textures and color I’ve discovered in 
topographical maps, incorporating torn pieces, strips, and shreds into the composition. I enjoy 
the transparency and immediacy of the watercolor, contrasted with the texture and opaqueness 
of paper and original stamps I’ve hand-carved.
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NORTHERN REALTY GROUP  |  1253 W. Magnolia Avenue Unit 200
northernrealtygroup.com  |  facebook.com/NorthernRealtyGroup
Northern Realty Group is a full service real estate brokerage ready to serve your residential or commercial real estate needs.

Rachel Marek  |  RW Marketing & Design
rwmarketingdesign.com  |  rwilkes2@gmail.com
Eclectic works of sculpture and jewelry ranging from found to forged.

David Sieja  |  Yaki Tam Pottery
yakitam.com  |  david@yakitam.com
Artistic Raku and functional Stoneware pottery to brighten everyone’s day.
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GRAND CRU WINE BAR & BOUTIQUE  |  1257 W. Magnolia Avenue
grandcrumagnolia.com  |  facebook.com/GrandCruWineBar
Grand Cru is an independent and locally owned wine bar and fine wine shop that captures the charm of Magnolia 
Avenue and Fort Worth’s Southside within the walls of a 1920s-era building. We feature a vast selection of over 
200 choices of bubbles, whites, rosés, reds, and dessert wines by the glass or taste. Over a dozen craft beers are 
available to enjoy here or take home from breweries as far away as Japan and as close as our own home town. We 
also offer a small plates menu of delicious house-prepared items.

Carol Driscoll  |  Classy Gems
classygems.com  |  carol@classygems.com
Elegant, unique beaded jewelry designs that are one of a kind, never mass produced. Only the 
best materials such as sterling silver, 14K gold filled, semi-precious gemstones, freshwater pearls, 
Swarovski Austrian crystals, and fine glass beads are used in each piece. Attention to detail, 
interesting color combinations and handcrafting expertise result in high quality pieces that you will 
enjoy wearing for years. Jewlery that is unique, yet versatile and reasonably priced.

Brian Elmore
mr.elmore@gmail.com
Multimedia abstract paintings inspired by images captured by the Hubble Space Telescope.

Robert Pratt  |  Bob Pratt Sculpture
robert.pratt864@gmail.com
Original figurative sculpture of nudes, hands, horses, and a dragon. Cast in Bronze and Glass 
Fiber Reinforced Gypsum.

Erika Krivda  |  Literally Erika
literallyerika.com  |  info@literallyerika.com
Modern heavily textured paintings including abstract and pop art

Stephanie Wray  |  Stephanie Wray Arts
stephaniewrayarts.com  |  stephanie.wray@yahoo.com
I am a painter and a mosaic artist. I love bright colors and movement and use them to create 
pleasant pieces for the viewer. Come visit me!
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THE CHAT ROOM PUB  |  1263 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  thechatroompub.com
A Near Southside institution.

MUSIC LINEUP
1:30 P.M. Rachel Gollay
2:30 P.M. Mills&Co.
3:30 P.M. Un Chien
5:30 P.M. Jetta in the Ghost Tree
7:30 P.M. The Unlikely Candidates

Ashlie Chandler
ashliechandler.com  |  ashliechandlerart@gmail.com
Ashlie Chandler is a watercolor and ink artist who enjoys hand lettering and abstract 
watercolor scenes. She also specializes in personalized portraits and pet portraits.

Anna Guillory  |  a.GUILL paintings
annagart.wix.com/aguillstudio  |  annag035@gmail.com
Anna Guillory is a sophomore studying Art Education at Texas Christian University. Much of 
her work is drawn from the everyday seasons of wisdom that come with having a curious spirit 
about the reality and brokenness that come with living. Much of her paintings recently explore 
the idea that people, places, and things have auras, and that these auras have an incredible 
impact on their environments they are a part of or surround. Their collective series title is 
“Intentionality”. Acrylic and oil paintings on canvas. 

Joe Hyun  |  Artistic Concepts
joehyun@sbcglobal.net
Modern wall hangings and sculptures made of dimensional wood with metals, glass and acrylics.

Dee Kautsch & Ed Kautsch  |  The Steampunk Ballroom
facebook.com/thesteampunkballroom  |  thesteampunkballroom@gmail.com
Steampunk and industrial repurposed lamps, jewelry and accessories. We are a husband and 
wife team - married 28 years from the DFW area. The Steampunk lamps are all different- made 
from vintage, antique and upcycled pieces. Almost all of the Steampunk jewelry is made from 
vintage mechanical watches and at least 50% of the rest of the materials are repurposed. We 
love using recycled pieces and reinventing them into something completely new and different.

Neal Langham
instagram.com/nealblangham  |  neallangham@yahoo.com
Mixed media, dark surrealism, macabre

Morgan Smith  |  Eylan Arts
eylanarts.com  |  morgan@eylanarts.com
A unique collection of handmade journals with leather covers, repurposed wood, and even 
vintage book covers. All paper is hand torn and bound together to make a lasting and durable 
journal for all your writing, journaling, or doodling needs.

Steffany Steichen  |  Freestyle craft
steffany.steichen@yahoo.com
Wallets, coin purses, purses, handbags and headbands. Sun catchers from driftwood and beads.

Stacie L. Stokes  |  Coyote Sisters Sticks and Stuff
sstokesk9@gmail.com
We are two sisters who create unique walking sticks taken from fallen trees and driftwood, 
hand thrown pottery, creekbed glass mobiles and oil pantings inspired by nature. We are 
peace loving hippie chicks at heart and embrace all that nature has to inspire!

Shawn zeigler & Sean zeigler  |  Firefly Forge
fireflyforge.com  |  shawnbzeigler@verizon.net
We create artisan quality handcrafted jewelry featuring only the finest materials. Sean 
approaches the design and creation of jewelry with a Graphic Designer’s eye and a flair for the 
contemporary while giving a nod to the traditional form, as seen in the unique etched sterling 
designs as well as the handcrafted pendants, earrings, and rings. All metal pieces features 
sterling silver and 14k or 18k gold. We use semiprecious stones and freshwater pearls, and our 
beaded items are strung on top quality, flexible stainless steel wire and feature signature sterling 
clasps which Sean himself creates. 

Jake zetter
jakezetterfilm@gmail.com
Jake Zetter is classically trained in traditional oil painting, but works extensively with pen and 
ink, charcoal, professional markers and digital painting. He is also experienced in ceramics 
and sculpting. He combines realism with highly imaginative mechanics and settings, creating 
characters that are believable and otherworldly. He has a background in v/fx and has won 
awards for both painting and production design. He currently teaches art (and sailing) and is 
focused on portraiture.
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RUDY THE BARBER  |  1264 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  facebook.com/TheBarber817
Licsenced barbers skilled in tapered fades, edge-ups and shaves.

Erik Walla  |  Rocking-S Photography
rocking-s-photo.com  |  erik.walla@outlook.com
Erik Walla is a photography teacher with Arlington ISD. Mixing the more modern with prints 
on canvas and metal as well as the traditional with black and white darkroom work, Mr. 
Walla’s work includes architecture and nature studies from Europe, the Middle East, Africa, as 
well as Texana from closer to home.

THE UNLIKELY CANDIDATES
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AVOCA COFFEE  |  1311 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  avocacoffee.com  |  facebook.com/avoca.coffee
Avoca Coffee is Fort Worth’s independent one stop shop for a bag or cup of locally roasted beans. We focus on 
bringing local excellence to your cup.  

MELT AT AVOCA
This year Avoca Coffee is teaming up with ice cream genius Kari Saher, owner of Melt Ice Creams, to create 
affogatos – a shot of espresso on a scoop of delicious ice cream.

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. Chase Ryan
1:00 P.M. Bad Mountain
2:00 P.M. Leon Bridges & The Texas Gentlemen
3:00 P.M. Jacob Furr
4:00 P.M. Luke McGlathary of Big City Folk
5:00 P.M. Secret Ghost Champion
6:00 P.M. Oh Whitney
7:00 P.M. Moonshiners
8:00 P.M. Tame Tame & Quiet
9:00 P.M. Alan (Acoustic)
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SPIRAL DINER & BAKERY  |  1314 W. Magnolia Avenue
spiraldiner.com  |  facebook.com/spiraldiner
Spiral Diner & Bakery is a 100% vegan and mostly organic restaurant in the middle of the Near Southside serving 
delicious vegan meals that appeal to both herbivores and carnivores.

Erin Moore  |  Moore Jam
moorejam.com  |  barrr16@yahoo.com
Organic Handmade Jam.

61
NONNA TATA  |  1400 W. Magnolia Avenue
Authentic freshly prepared Northern Italian cuisine in the heart of the Near Southside on Magnolia Avenue.

Margo Stamp  |  Tyler Street Studio
TylerStreetStudio  |  margostamp@tylerstreetstudio.com
Colorful acrylic faces on stretched unprimed canvas and wood.
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THE LILIPAD ON MAGNOLIA  |  1404 W. Magnolia Avenue
lilisbistro.com  |  facebook.com/lilisbistro
Lili’s Bistro on Magnolia is the culmination of owner Vance Martin’s 35 years of restaurant experience.  This charming 
restaurant offers delicious food with many healthy selections.

Alexa Alarcon  |  alexaralarcon@gmail.com
Infatuated with the smell of ink and turpentine, printmaking was my first love—a relationship 
that was threatened when I was introduced to painting. After graduating from the University 
of Texas at Arlington with a BFA in Painting, I engrossed myself in the study of creating my 
own pigments for oil and watercolor along with art restoration. Notably, I never divorced 
printmaking and launched into my current practice of combining the two mediums. I primarily 
use the unique combination of Linocut and oil paints on panel, to expresses my main subject 
matter of environmental politics and psychological states of mind, the external and internal 
battles in our existence.

Robert L. Berry, Jr.  |  JazzXpressionstudio Art
jazzxpressionstudio.com  |  rlberry@jazzxpressionstudio.com 
Contemporary/Modern Jazz Art. Acrylic paintings on canvas, prints, greeting cards, ceramic 
tile, paintings, jazz coasters and more.

Rodger James  |  Innerlight Photography
innerlight.photography  |  rodgerthephotographer@gmail.com
Inkjet reliefs on wood, plastic, and metal with assorted examples of very early photographic 
media to the ultra-modern
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THE USUAL  |  1408 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  theusualbar.com  |  facebook.com/theusualbar
The Usual was opened in 2009 by a handful of Fairmount residents and longtime Near Southsiders with a serious 
passion for a well made drink.  Frontman Brad Hensarling can frequently be found behind the bar masterminding another 
new recipe or breathing life back into a prohibition era favorite.  Brad is also backed by a team of talented bartenders 
and service professionals.  The Usual specializes in creating new and interesting ways to combine flavors in cocktails, and 
that is proven by knowing that they tweak a drink recipe a hundred times before it’s ready to put on the menu.  

Stephen Ellison  |  essinar paintography
essinar.com  |  stephen@essinar.com
Paintography is combining painting and macro photography to create abstract art in vibrant 
colors and perceived textures.

Janet Grumbling  |  JGrumbling Handmade Jewelry
jgrumbling.etsy.com  |  jancey _ g@charter.net
Contemporary hand-forged sterling, copper or gold-filled jewelry, often incorporating semi-
precious gemstones, glass or vintage Lucite beads.

LEON BRIDGES
PHOTO BY ERIN RAMBO
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ENVOY HOSPICE  |  1412 W. Magnolia Avenue, Suite 100  |  envoyhospice.com
Envoy Hospice is a local hospice founded by experienced nurses and healthcare professionals who have a long and 
intense love and passion for patients who find themselves needing hospice and palliative care.

Rick Allen & Laura Conway  |  Sibling Rivalry Artisans
siblingrivalryartisans.com  |  siblingrivalry@ymail.com
Our passions began separately until we discovered our shared talents and that began our 
work together. A brother and sister team from Arlington, we have been working in different 
art forms for years. Laura has been painting and drawing while Rick has been metal working 
including knife making. We use our rivalry as inspiration to design and create mixed metal 
jewelry including copper, sterling silver, brass, bronze and coins. Our work includes enameling, 
etching, and combining metals to form necklaces, rings and bracelets. 

Jay Wise & zac Saathoff  |  Jay&Zac Design Co.
jayandzac.com  |  jayandzac@gmail.com
A screen printing duo from Fort Worth, Jay Wise and Zac Saathoff are designers with 
Communication Design degrees from Texas Tech University. Come see our hand printed 
posters, cards, and serigraphs!

Denise Dyer  |  Metal Motif
metalmotif.com  |  denise@metalmotif.com
Metal and art collide by creating three-dimensional metal art and sculptures. 
I have a cutting edge-nature, which constantly moves me in new directions to allow me to fulfill 
the love I have for art. I love taking two-dimensional flat pieces of metal and forming it into 
amazing three-dimensional art designs that are truly unique.
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44BOOTLEGGER  |  1411 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  44bootlegger.com  |  facebook.com/44bootleggermagnolia
The store was originally opened to showcase custom furniture by the Dallas company 44Build, but the knocks kept 
coming at the door for men’s and women’s fashion.  Owners Tommy and Tammy Brown now sell a wide variety of 
shoes including Doc Martens and Vans, Jack Black men’s skincare, designer denim, and a few awesome antiques from 
Tommy’s personal collection.  

Steve Berg  |  Lamps By Old Stuff and Oddities
#osaolamp  |  oldstuffandoddities.com
Unique and one of a kind custom light fixtures

Amanda Lee  |  Little Lee Studios
littleleestudios.com  |  littleleestudios@gmail.com
Cute and funny T-shirts for the entire family.

Vanessa Lerma  |  Green Nessa Lantern
adieuselavi@yahoo.com
Alt-realistic paintings and whimsical crafted sculptures

Matt McCoy  |  mini-Fab
mini-fab.com  |  hello@mini-Fab.com
Personalized manly gifts like straight razors, beard combs, wallets, cufflinks, shaving brushes, 
clocks, pocket knives, bottle openers, phone cases, coasters, lamps, carpenter’s pencils, dog tags 
and whatever else tickles my fancy. I like to use wood, leather, cork, acrylic, metal and glass.

44Build
Custom made furniture with steel, reclaimed wood and vintage pieces.

Jody Pham |  Art Hunger Artist
jodypham.com  |  jodysauce@gmail.com
Jody Pham creates monochromatic pieces filled with contradicting clean lines and inky disarray 
that invite the viewer to take a closer look. Her hand drawn pieces are heavily inspired by the 
natural world, human anatomy, and her multicultural heritage.
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FUTURE HOME OF THE CITIzEN THEATER  |  1455 W. Magnolia Avenue
thecitizentheater.com  |  facebook.com/citizentheater

LEARN ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THIS VACANT LOT!
Your days of driving all the way to Dallas to see good movies are numbered, friends. In a city known for its love 
of art and world class museums The Citizen will be Fort Worth’s first three screen art house cinema. In addition to 
showing amazing new and repertory films they will also serve fresh gourmet concessions from Spiral Diner’s treasure 
trove of dessert recipes along with a top notch beer and wine selection. At The Citizen they take the film going 
experience to heart and will show all films with state-of-the-art sound and projection. The theater’s design will 
hearken back to the most beautiful classic movie palaces. Owner, Amy McNutt, creator/owner of the Spiral Diner 
and Bakery chain of award-winning vegan restaurants, not only has considerable experience creating and running 
every aspect of a highly demanding business, she also has a degree from the top-rated film school in the country, 
The University of Southern California School of Cinema-Television. Owner James Johnston, Amy’s husband, is a 
celebrated Texas producer, writer and director. He is known for films Deadroom (2005), St. Nick (2009),
Pioneer (2011), which won the Grand Jury Prize at six film festivals including South by Southwest. He also 
produced Ain’t Them Bodies Saints by writer/director David Lowery, which premiered in competition at the
2013 Sundance Film Festival, and the film Pit Stop by Yen Tan, which premiered at Sundance in the NEXT section. 
Opening a three-screen theater is something they have been dreaming of and planning for the last 10 years and it’s 
going to be awesome.



ARTSGOGGLE SPONSOR
ATMOS ENERGY
Atmos Energy Corporation, headquartered in Dallas, is one of the country’s largest natural-gas-only distributors, 
serving over three million natural gas distribution customers in over 1,400 communities in eight states from the 
Blue Ridge Mountains in the East to the Rocky Mountains in the West. Atmos Energy manages company-
owned natural gas pipeline and storage assets, including one of the largest intrastate natural gas pipeline 
systems in Texas and also provides natural gas marketing and procurement services to industrial, commercial and 
municipal customers primarily in the Midwest and Southeast. For more information, visitwww.atmosenergy.com.  
Atmos Energy can also be accessed through social media platforms such as Facebook,Twitter and YouTube.  
Customer Service – 1-888-286-6700

ARTSGOGGLE SPONSOR
GORDON BOSWELL FLOWERS
Retail florist serving the citizens of the great city of Fort Worth, Texas since 1919. Gordon Boswell Flowers provides 
all of your floral needs for Everyday arrangements, Corporate events, Weddings, Sympathy and more. We deliver 
flowers in Fort Worth or around the world. Gordon Boswell Flowers is a family owned business since 1919 with 
two locations open Monday thru Sunday to serve you. www.gordonboswell.com 1220 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Fort Worth, TX 76104

Hours: Mon-Fri 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.  |  Sat 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.  |  Sun 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

DEAD ARTISTS SOCIETY AT THE CITIzEN THEATER
The Dead Artists Society, a Fort Worth-based art collective founded in 2011, consists of four artists: Shane 
Harrison, Ryan Davis, Nikole Hester, and Donald Rice. Their mission is to continue to explore the nature of 
collaboration and cooperation, while at the same time increase public awareness of the visual arts both locally 
and nationally. The Dead Artist Society is a creative force hoping to supply Fort Worth with an alternative 
perspective that operates outside of conventional forms of public expression.

Shane Harrison  |  Dead Artists Society Artist  |  SBH Designs
sbhdesigns.com  |  Shane@sbhdesigns.com
A lot of my work is inspired by politics and events that happen in my life. I have a 
style that spans across different mediums like painting with acrylic and watercolor to 
digital programs like Illustrator and Photoshop. At times I like to mix up the mediums to 
combine the styles to get a certain look or texture I’m seeking.

Donald Rice  |  Dead Artists Society Artist
facebook.com/pages/Dead-Artist-Society/217242931660280?ref=bookmarks
dcrice3@sbcglobal.net
Our work is mostly illustrative, experimental, and sometimes sustainable. As artists we 
explore and expand on the use of materials and processes of art making. We make 
conventional art on print as well conceptual art on recycled materials. We like our pieces 
to be aesthetically pleasing but also functional at the same time. Hence, some of our 
work consists of painted coffee cans to recycled cereal box sketchbooks.

Kayley Bowen
Razzle Baby
razzlebaby.com
info@razzlebaby.com
Razzle Baby carries a beautiful 
assortment of baby accessories 
and baby supplies including 
baby bibs and baby blankets, 
softies and burp cloths. Razzle 
Baby items make the perfect gift 
for any occasion especially baby 
showers, baby’s first birthday, 
baptism and much more. 

Jessica Burns
Deco Beading
facebook.com/DecoBeading
ms.jessica.burns@gmail.com
From Art Deco to Modern 
Beadwork

ART HUNGER AT THE CITIzEN THEATER
Art-Hunger is a Fort Worth based art collective that hosts shows every month all year long. They are an artist 
owned and managed organization formed for both emerging and established artists who have the desire to 
show their artwork, sell, socialize, learn, share, network, practice their skills and gain more exposure.

Sarah Ayala
Art Hunger Artist
Artwork of Sarah Ayala
sarahayala09@gmail.com
I am a Fort Worth based 
artist. Much of my inspiration 
is deeply rooted in Eastern 
art and philosophy, as well 
as sacred geometry and 
metaphysics.

Eddie Brassart
Art Hunger Artist
Ewbrassart@gmail.com
Misfit animals on canvas

Melissa Dobbs & 
Hannah Taylor
Art Hunger Artists
Turtle Soup Records
dobbs.melissa@gmail.com
Turtle Soup Records is an 
artistic collaboration that 
includes quirky and colorful 
handmade jewelry, t-shirts for 
bands you’ve never heard of 
(and may not even exist), and 
Hannah’s intaglio and relief 
prints about automatic process 
and subliminal imagery.

Vince Jackson
Art Hunger Artist
Hedgehog Fund
mici _ vince@hotmail.com
I have used a variety of media 
including paper mache, clay 
and acrylics to create a different 
world of art. The playful and 
fun works are all united around 
the idea of mermaids.

Jason Weiner
Art Hunger Artist
Dec3Arts  |  dec3arts.com
Dec3arts@yahoo.com
Oil and watercolor
portrait artist.

Monica Wright
Art Hunger Artist
Refill My Glass
wrightmonica.com
wrightmonica3@gmail.com
Monica creates delicate hand 
drawn pen illustrations and 
watercolor paintings that are 
both whimsical and quietly 
melancholiac.
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Wendy Dyba  |  Anaïs and Wendy  |  Dyba@mac.com
Anaïs and Wendy are a mother-daughter team that believe everyone needs art in their 
lives.  We create various arts that are beautifully designed and affordable. At our 
booth, you will find art of all types, from utilitarian to aesthetic. Wendy creates matted 
prints, glass jewelry, and crocheted pieces. Anais creates headpieces and other works 
perfect for children.

Veda L. Howell  |  Memeow Studio  |  ashmarieleonard@gmail.com
Acrylic painting, as simple, geometric and abstract. Painted by a lifelong cat lover,
Veda L Howell, age 5. She will be showing her pieces from the Memeow Series paintings.

Brendan Kelly  |  The Art of Brendan T. Kelly & Robert Chura
photographyofbrendantkelly.com  |  adifferentview1@sbcglobal.net
A Collection of visual tales; photography, oil paintings and sculptures. The images and 
art created represent the travels and stories we’ve seen and captured.

Rick Luepke  |  rickymonycondo@gmail.com
Rick Luepke is an engineer at Lockheed and started pursuing art related activities in 
2005. He has dabbled in various mediums but has most recently created large outdoor 
sculptures of dinosaurs and mythical creatures cut from ¼” steel plate by hand with a 
plasma torch and are MIG welded together.  With the two-headed dragon being 12’ 
tall by 16’ long and weighing 10,000 lbs he fits in well with the 12’ tall Easter Island 
Head and the two 7’ tall aliens in a 1956 MG sports car.  Living in the rural Aledo 
area affords Rick the opportunity to populate his property with various art works, much 
to the delight of his neighbors.  

Melissa Perry
Melissa Perry Art
facebook.com/melissaperryart 
melissaperryartist@gmail.com
Melissa Perry’s art ranges from 
playful, imaginative scenes to 
non-representational forms 
that are created from a variety 
of media.

Jay R
findjayr@yahoo.com
Small-town Nirvana

Chloe Rain
Raindrops Art
jklamers@att.net
A young artist uses largely 
repurposed materials to create 
home and personal accessories.

Aimee Thompson
Downer Art
Debbiedowner97@gmail.com  
ytticasonavor@gmail.com
Acrylics on wood and canvas

67
WORDS ON WHEELS  |  1455 W. Magnolia Avenue
thewowbus.com  |  facebook.com/thewowbus
HOW TO BE WOW’D:
Read - Feel free to read in the bus or take the books with you.
Relax - There’s no charge and no need to bring the books back.
Repeat - Come see us as often as you’d like and take a few books at a time. 
Open every day from morning to night. Unless it’s raining.

68

SPORTSWEAR GRAPHICS
Ted & Dana Settle  |  Owners
Placido Mendez  |  Graphic Artist
sportsweargraphics.com  |  facebook.com/SportswearGrap
Sportwear Graphics is the preferred textile embroidery and 
screen printing specialist in the Fort Worth / Dallas, Texas area, 
providing excellence in custom sportwear.

69
BENITO’S RESTAURANT  |  1450 W. Magnolia Avenue  |  benitosmexican.com
Benito’s Restaurant is a local favorite that is a popular part of the revitalized Fairmount in the Near Southside of 
Fort Worth. Well known for its authentic Mexican food (not tex mex), breakfast dishes, pico de gallo, fresh 
guacamole, queso flamedo and margaritas, Benito’s has been proudly serving its loyal customers since 1981.
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THE BEARDED LADY  |  1229 7th Avenue  |  beardedladyfw.com
The Bearded Lady a unique neighborhood Tavern located on Magnolia Avenue providing pub food paired with craft 
beer, warm comforting atmosphere, a full bar with all your favorite spirits, and a rotating selection of the best craft 
beers in the country!

Mallory Combs  |  Jack and Izzy’s Gourmet Dog Treats
jackandizzytreats.weebly.com  |  jackandizzytreats@gmail.com
Homemade dog treats made with all natural ingredients, also duct tape collars, fleece pillows 
and blankets and other great things your dog will love.

Christa Vaznis
clv _ artist@yahoo.com
Christa Vaznis has pushed herself to develop new skills and techniques in her portraiture and 
multi-media pieces. In doing so, her style has evolved into a distinct eye for capturing faces on 
canvas—or wood, or metal, or whatever other surface she is trying to bring to life.

Lydia Whistler  |  Whistlers Wax
lydiawhistler@yahoo.com
Whistlers Wax is made with natural soy wax, Using the worlds finest fragrance oils and hand 
poured into a recycled wine bottle.

71
THE TExAS WHITE HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST  |  1417 8th Avenue
texaswhitehouse.com  |  facebook.com/txwh2012
The Texas White House is Fort Worth’s Premier small lodging property, centrally located, and close to all tourist attractions. 
The new owners Cindy & Javier Lucio are excited to bring a new and unique touch to “this grand old house.”

Sam Petty  |  FWAFA alumni
sampetty.carbonmade.com  |  spetty@stedwards.edu
Largely 2D, I consistently use ink and acrylic paint to illustrate people I know personally or 
situations I have imagined in a stream of consciousness style. I aim to express beyond the 
limitation of words and show you the world I see through the filter of my perception.

Briana Williams  |  FWAFA ALUMNI  |  briana.sere.williams@gmail.com
My works incorporate mundane or household objects in which I try to change the relationship 
the viewer can have with these objects. Typically my work incorporates elements of new media 
to create a phenomenon out of these articles. This is the primary media I use to unravel the 
thread of logic that secures, forms, and delineates our understanding with such ordinary items. 
I call into question my objects and point towards the events around or outside of them to 
agitate symbolic meaning.
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URBAN YOGA  |  1706 8th Avenue  |  urbanyogafw.com
Urban Yoga opened its doors in the summer of 2010. Brook Barrow, the founder and director, left an almost 
10-year career as a Federal attorney to follow her dream of creating a warm and inviting studio where folks can come 
to feel healthy, happy, and connected. Honoring that dream, our amazing family of instructors, therapists and body 
workers is committed to dynamic and holistic wellness that includes yoga, dance, movement and the healing arts. 

Robert LaPrelle
rlaprelle@hotmail.com
Black and White Photographs

Michael Teasley
teaseland@gmail.com
Both my cast bronze and fabricated steel sculptures are inspired by found objects, organic and 
manmade. My collection of bones, shells, fossils, and rocks inform the bronze works; the fabricated 
works are created from found objects gleaned from frequent trips to area salvage yards.
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ROSEWATER HOOKAH & CAFE  |  1708 8th Avenue
caferosewater.com  |  facebook.com/caferosewater
The newest hookah lounge in Fort Worth, Rosewater offers premium hookahs with top notch tobacco and coals. 
Come enjoy with a hot cup of tea or snacks to munch on. Rosewater is the perfect after party location. BYOB, must 
be 18 to smoke hookah.

Kareen Coyoca Ross  |  Independent Photography  |  coyoca4@gmail.com
For the past year I’ve been living in Myanmar, one of the most beautiful yet devastating areas of 
Southeast Asia. Immersed in such a unique world for that length of time unearthed the humming 
desire I have always had- to fervently document moments from my own observatory. I value 
suspended moments that tell themselves without uttering a single word, either keeping or revealing a 
secret and that can sometimes just get lost in translation. At times they are simple and on occasion 
they are complicated; everyone’s lenses are different. From mine, I treasure the faces of individuals 
I capture, a connection and perspective I can best describe as “eigengrau,” a German word that 
literally means “intrinsic gray” but also refers to the dark grey color seen by the eyes in perfect 
darkness. I wouldn’t consider myself a travel photographer or even a storyteller, just opening a 
gateway into another world with shutters and apertures instead of paper and pen.

74
J&N AUTOMOTIVE  |  1600 Park Place Avenue  |  Friendly neighborhood auto repair and service!

PARK PLACE 
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PARK PLACE VILLAGE ARTIST BLOCK PARTY
PARK PLACE AVENUE BETWEEN 8TH AVENUE & ENDERLY
Park Place Village exemplifies the heart of the Near Southside mission through its strong community connections, local 
small business ownership and corporate partnerships.  Bookended by three vibrant residential neighborhoods, Park 
Place Village serves as the front porch for many of the Near Southside’s residents and as the preferred destination for 
dining among many nearby professionals.

BOUNCE HOUSES FOR CHILDREN

MUSIC LINEUP
12:00 P.M. Southwest Contemporary Academy of Music
1:00 P.M. Richard Gilbert
2:00 P.M. Scottish Pipe & Drums
3:00 P.M. Latoya Songstress
4:00 P.M. Marcus Rockwell Trio
5:00 P.M. Kevin Aldridge & The Appraisers
6:00 P.M. Salim Nourallah & The Treefort 5
7:00 P.M. Chris Johnson of Telegraph Canyon
8:00 P.M. The Flying Balalaika Bros
9:00 P.M. Lindby

ART INSTITUTE OF FORT WORTH
At The Art Institute of Fort Worth, a campus of South University, students are assured personal attention through 
small classes, hands-on learning, and close relationships with faculty and staff. Full-time and part-time faculty members 
bring solid academic credentials, and a wealth of experience in their fields, while assisting students in developing the 
competencies required for each course. The Art Institute of Fort Worth prepares students for careers in the creative, 
challenging industries of the design field.

Christan Arriaga  |  Meccafox
meccafox.etsy.com  |  shopmeccafox@gmail.com
Trendy, humorous and affordable jewelry for women and children. Meccafox can 
customize any piece of jewelry to support your favorite sports team or showcase your 
love of animals.

Karen Baker  |  Karen Baker Jewelry
bakerscape@gmail.com
I make custom made jewelry and repairs. My jewelry consists of cords, beads, heisei 
beads and wire. I use Swarovski crystals and a lot of Czech glass beads on many items. 
Heisei beads are shells that are ground down and pressed into beads. I offer kids 10 
and under to make their own stretchy bracelet for $2 each. My booth partner makes 
crocheted items such as scarves, boot toppers and tote bags. I have some metal designs 
for sale that include trailer hitches, key chains and custom made signs.

Jean Gonzales
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
jeangonzales-art.com  |  jeangonzales7@gmail.com
My very nature is an amalgamation of dichotomic 
tendencies and my work tends to be yet another 
as I find ways to include a rainbow of colors or 
reduce it to monochrome or gray-scale.

Rob Jr.
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
braingreasedesigns.com
info@braingreasedesigns.com
Surrealism

Lacie Morris
Art Institute of Fort Worth,
a campus of South University
new.artinstitutes.edu/fort-worth
lamorris@aii.edu

Russ Van Der Linden
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
VDLPhotography.com  |  rwvanderlinden@aii.edu

Devon Weir
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
devonweir.com  |  dweirphoto@gmail.com
Vivid. Vibrant. Versatile. From simple to surreal, 
each image carries a beautiful, brutal sincerity. From 
rich colors to dramatic black and white, every image 
captures character and passion. Every moment 
is a story, and those stories are told in dramatic, 
photographic form. 

Jesse Blair
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
jesseblaire.art@gmail.com
Pop art

Jennifer Elmore
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
jenniferelmorephoto.com  |  jmelmore@aii.edu
Portraits with a Twist/ Pin up

Scott Golem
Art Institute of Fort Worth Artist
golemcreative.com  |  scott.golem@gmail.com
Photographic collage that has been abstracted by using 
digital graphic software
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Sierra Barnes  |  Rock Diva Art
rockdivaart@gmail.com
Artist trying to create in a world full of chaos

David Bart  |  Skull Regalitos
skullregalitos.com  |  davidabart@gmail.com
Decorative handmade skulls for celebrating Day of the Dead or any skull related holiday! 
Each skull is one-of-a kind so you won’t have that uncomfortable experience of bumping 
into someone with a skull identical to yours. Please come by and visit us here or at 
skullregalitos.com

Lyn Buerger  |  Lyn-Arts
lyn-arts.com  |  lynarts@flash.net
Stained glass sun catchers, mini painting on jewelry, wire sculpted jewelry, face painting

Joan Carroll  |  PhotoArt by Joan Carroll  |  joan.carroll@live.com
My twin loves of photography and travel emerged early in life. Today, travel is 
still a passion for me and I am happiest when I am seeing and experiencing new 
things whether locally or globally. My goal in producing my photographic art is to 
communicate my emotional investment with an image. I want to viewer to see what I 
saw and feel what I felt. Because life’s experiences are so varied, I believe that each 
photographic image begs for an individualized approach to processing. You will see 
in my portfolio images that are sunny, moody, dark, happy, brooding, bright, colorful, 
monochromatic, reminiscent, modern, sharp, soft, warm or cool. Images are printed 
on archival photographic paper and/or canvas. New this year, selected images will be 
printed on wood.

Kelly Cause  |  Wild Irish Rose Gifts
ridiculous1964@yahoo.com
Crochet items for home, toys, clothing and accessories

Ina Crowe  |  Paper Jewelry
inacrowe.com  |  Ina.crowe555@gmail.com
Jewelry made from recycled papers with 14K gold filled and sterling silver findings.
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Y Nija Dejean  |  Bijou By Nija
bijoubynija.com  |  bijoubynija@gmail.com
Unique and stylish jewelry using a variety of beads, techniques, cords, findings and charms 

Andria Ellis  |  Ellis Glass Creations
ellisglasscreations@gmail.com
Handcrafted and custom stained glass sun catchers, panels and ornaments

Logan B. Fisher
shop.loganbfisher.com  |  logan@themediaside.com
Mixed media watercolor creations of classic cars, and various acrylic works of different 
subject matter.

Julie Grant & Lacey Grant  |  Shenanigan Boo
shenaniganboo.com  |  juliegrant@aseschool.org
An inviting and wonderfully illustrated children’s book about a squirrel who interacts 
with the world around him.

Olaf Growald  |  Growald Photography
growaldphotography.com  |  og@growaldphotography.com
Olaf Growald owns and operates Growald Photography, a Fort Worth/Dallas-based 
photography business specializing in documentary, portraiture and editorial photographs. 
The New York City native is a award-winning, self-taught photographer who developed 
an interest in photography at a young age and has pursued it in some form throughout 
his personal and professional life.

Robert Guarnieri  |  Guarnieri Photography
guarnieri6@yahoo.com
The grab shot, to capture images that see yet do not see!

Darline Harrington  |  Diva-Do Hounds
diva-do.com  |  Trena0915@gmail.com
Diva-Do is a place to find one of a kind, handmade dog clothes, leashes, collars and 
accessories for pets and performance events. I cater to sighthounds on the performance 
side, but the coats and harness dresses are perfect for smaller dogs.
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Desra Harrington  |  Desra’s Custom Paintings
facebook.com/Desrascustompaintings  |  harringtondesra@yahoo.com
Desra’s Custom Paintings provide custom acrylic canvas paintings with use of florescent 
paint. You are able to watch your painting in stages on the website. All sizes and 
canvas types are available and in a variety of subjects.

Melissa & Phillip Holt  |  NightShade’s Utopia
nightshadesutopia@yahoo.com
A local husband and wife team who started out creating beautiful and unique gifts of 
love for one another, now offer their creations to the world. Wire wrapped vintage 
marbles, semi-precious stones, and findings. All natural bath and body. Paintings and 
drawings of pop culture icons and creatures of pure imagination. Dip film flower pens 
and. Hand woven infinity scarves.

Jagdish Jaiswar  |  Out of Africa
jagdishjaiswar.weebly.com
aartisid@yahoo.com
Indian art, wildlife, African art, sceneries.

Sheri LaRue
sherilarue@yahoo.com
Handcrafted polymer clay earrings

Christi Lewis  |  The Tangled Web
tangledwebstore.etsy.com
tangledwebstore@gmail.com
Handmade Christmas stockings.

Pamela Mallow  |  Dallas Soap Company
dallassoapcompany.com  |  pam@dallassoapcompany.com
Handcrafted artisan soaps, soap cupcakes, salt bars, sugar scrubs, lotion bars, lip balms 
and bath accessories.

Memories in the Making Alzheimer’s Association
North Central Texas Chapter
alz.org/northcentraltexas/alzheimers _ disease _ 62682.asp  |  lisa.buck@alz.org
Memories in the Making is the Alzheimer’s Association art program for people with 
dementia. With some assistance, individuals who are losing the ability to communicate 
with words pick up a paint brush and express themselves in watercolor paint. There is 
no right or wrong way of painting: the only rule is that each mark on the paper must be 
the artist’s own, an authentic signature of the person within. The poetic and enigmatic 
works of art, along with the titles and stories the artists give them, present a window 
onto the world of those who are losing the ability to think, speak or do.

Trish Morton  |  Trishcat Soaps
etsy.com/shop/TrishcatSoap  |  trishcat55@charter.net
Handcrafted and designed natural goat milk soaps, lotions, and other body and 
bath products.

Emily Olson  |  ColdHardStitch
emolson36@yahoo.com
ColdHardStitch’s ponchos are wearable blankets that you do not have to be lying 
down to wear. You can wear it just about anywhere you find it socially acceptable to 
walk around in a poncho. No judgment here. I have friends that wear them in public, 
friends that wear them on ski trips and friends that wear them as warm ups for roller 
derby. I wear mine around the house, to walk the dog, to sleep. Perfect to snuggle up 
in! Pocket in front for cold hands and fingers!

Jordan Elaine Pierce Palmer  |  JP2 photoDesigns
jp2photography.com  |  jordan@jp2photography.com
In my many years as a portrait photographer I have been unable to find unique quality 
photo jewelry for my clients. I have been making jewelry for friends, family, and for sale 
since I was in elementary school! My first photography class was at Paschal on 35 mm. 
Now I am looking forward to sharing the perfect marriage of my two life passions!

Monika Potts  |  Sweetly Recycled
sweetlyrecycled.com  |  sweetlyrecycled@att.net
Glass windchimes and functional glass crafted from recycled materials-all original and 
unique hand crafted in Farmers Branch, Texas.

Jerry Powers  |  Huney Bee Art Studio
huneybeeart.com  |  huneybeeart@gmail.com
I have been drawing for over 34 years, since I was 14. I really enjoy this God given 
talent, and spend many hours with pencils in my hands. All my art work is graphite 
and colored pencils. I like to create a unique picture with a story about those that I am 
drawing a portrait for. The name of this studio is in honor of my inspiration, my love, 
Barbara, my “Huney Bee”.

Cynthia Price  |  TwinkleStar Creations
maples.cynthia@gmail.com
Urban bohemian style of up cycled work, jewelry, drum cymbol clocks, tie dye T-shirts, etc.

Laura Ramos  |  Lotti’s Baubles!
pattysaenz2000@aol.com
Lottie’s Hand Made Baubles and jewelry 
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William Ross  |  The Wood Phoenix
woodphoenixhome.com
wood.phoenix@gmail.com
I bridge the classic technique of pyrography (wood burning) with a modern spin.

Jessica Salinas  |  JLeigh Designs
jleighdesigns.com  |  jessica@jleighdesigns.com
Mixed Media artwork including recycled and repurposed objects, papers and cloth in a 
variety of themes and styles.

Teresa Sanchez  |  Front Porch Pottery Studio
frontporchpotterystudio.com  |  teresa@frontporchpotterystudio.com
Handmade functional pottery. Beautiful works of art can be used everyday with 
microwave and dishwasher safe pottery. Each piece is unique and created by hand using 
wheel or hand building techniques.

Jaimie Smith  |  Jaimie Smith Creations
jaimie.smith@birdvilleschools.net
Vintage items are re-purposed into home decor, accents, journals, and Christmas items. 
In addition, you will find home-made cards for every occasion.

Ryan Stalsby
instagram.com/stalsby  |  stalsby7@gmail.com
Ryan Stalsby is an artist that utilizes no particular style or technique, therefore always 
reinventing himself in his work. He uses all mediums and never limits himself to the tools 
necessary to convey the message that is coming across. No matter what the subject 
matter, there is always something for each and every individual to find hidden in the 
intrinsic parts of his work.

Alex Stock  |  Alex Stock Art
facebook.com/alexstockart  |  alexstockart@yahoo.com
Using themes that are reminiscent of folktales, nature and animals, she creates whimsical 
illustrations and paintings.  Alex works in several different mediums, but recently has been 
focusing more on her acrylic canvas paintings and original illustrations on paper. In February 
of 2013, she started “the Daily Sketch Project” in which she creates a 3” by 5” sketch 
every day. At this point, she has created around six hundred original drawings.

Kim Tran  |  Kimmo
kptran.de  |  kimnomer@gmail.com
Hand knitted infinity scarves that fit perfectly, watercolor and acrylic painting and any 
other art

Rick Tucker  |  Running Dog Batiks
runningdogbatiks.com  |  tucker.rick@sbcglobal.net
Original, individually designed batik T-shirts in dog breed and dog paw designs. Also similarly 
designed batik bandanas, scarves, crate covers and tote bags.

Danny Young  |  Bent Oaks Pottery
bentoakspottery.com  |  dypottery@yahoo.com
My forms are wheel thrown vessels and sculptured clay. The finishes are produced by smoke 
firing in seaweed, sawdust and oxides added in to produce flashes of color. No glazes are 
applied just smoke. They are very organic, earthy burnished forms that are tactile as well as 
visually appealing. I also have a line of vessels that are wheel thrown red earthenware. These 
have a black luster glaze applied in rhythmic linear patterns.

76
THE COWTOWN MARATHON  |  1612 Park Place Avenue
cowtownmarathon.org  |  facebook.com/thecowtown
The Cowtown offers a race distance for everyone including the Cook Children’s 5K, Adults 5K and 10K on 
Saturday and the Ultra Marathon, presented by Miller Coors, Marathon and Half Marathon on Sunday.  The entire 
family can participate either as a runner or a spectator cheering along the route.  Ambitious runners can take The 
Cowtown Challenge and run a race both days! Save the Date - February 28th-March 1st, 2015 as we celebrate the 
37th anniversary of The Cowtown!

77
THE ART STATION  |  1616 Park Place Avenue 
theartstation.org  |  facebook.com/TheArtStationFortWorth
The Art Station is the only non-profit agency in North Texas solely dedicated to providing art therapy to families and 
individuals.  Art therapy is a form of mental health counseling that uses art media, images and the creative process to 
help individuals understand and communicate their thoughts, feelings, relationships, interests, concerns, and conflicts. 
In art therapy, art making is identified as a “process” where the focus is on how the individual feels and responds 
during the art making.

Showing art made during art therapy by the clients and staff of The Art Station

78
CHADRA MEzzA & GRILL  |  1622 Park Place Avenue
 chadramezza.com  |  facebook.com/chadramezza
In the northern Lebanese village of Chadra, dining is a celebration of life. Friends and families gather for great 
conversation, fine Lebanese wine and mezza – a procession of meats and salads.  Chadra Mezza & Grill  - Southern 
Hospitality. Mediterranean Flavor.
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WINEHAUS  |  1628 Park Place Avenue  |  winehausfw.com  |  facebook.com/winehausfw
After experiencing severe building damage from a flash flood this spring, WineHaus is reopening during ArtsGoggle 
for a pop-up event!  WineHaus is devoted to wines made with integrity, skill and pride. Their inventory is based 
on small batches, by independent producers, on obscure estates. Lindsey Crawford’s knowledge and personal 
relationships with winemakers allows you to trace the wine from your glass to the soil and maker that produced it.

80
SCHMEDEL  |  1630 Park Place Avenue  |  schmedel.com
Schmedel Custom Furniture has been in business in Fort Worth since 1992 creating numerous pieces of furniture. 
Along with new creations, we also repair, remodel and rebuild to suit our customer’s existing needs. The owner and 
chief designer, Kurt Schmedel, is a native Texan and was born and raised here in Fort Worth, Texas.

Cosmo Jones
grahamcosmo@gmail.com
Ink drawings of self-immolations on layered transparent film.

81
CIRCA  |  1634 Park Place Avenue
Restoration of fine furniture and antiques and custom made furniture. 

Kathryn Kerekes
kathrynkerekes1@gmail.com
Kathryn Kerekes is a local artist who creates vibrant pastel and watercolor landscape paintings. 
Her nature portraits emulate the different seasons and have a strong sense of realism. Each 
work of art was created with high quality materials and is nicely framed and matted. Her 
artwork will add a splash of color to your home or place of business!

82
OLD NEIGHBORHOOD GRILL  |  1633 Park Place Avenue  |  oldneighborhoodgrill.org
ONG is a casual dining restaurant with a comfortable, family-friendly atmosphere where you can grab a quick meal 
on the go or stay to enjoy some a meal with your friends or family.

Bonnie Tucker  |  Pacific Grove Art Center
bltucker@hotmail.com
A variety of seascapes, coastscapes and landscapes in pastel.

83
LAzARUS STUDIO  |  1617 Park Place Avenue
Julie Lazarus’ most recent body of work includes oils on 
canvas and hand-blown glass vessels created during her 
recent visit to Venice. Julie Lazarus returned to Venice 
in July, marking her seventh year to work alongside 
master glassblowers on Murano, the small Venetian island 
recognized for its hand-blown glass. The glass studio is 
renowned for hand-blown creations that interpret the 
painter’s vision, in this case Ms. Lazarus’ vibrant paintings 
inspired by the light and the color of the landscape she 
experienced.

Although abstract, Julie Lazarus’ paintings are based on 
her observations while in Venice. Her work is a melding of 
the color and texture, the elegance and the rutty edginess 
of this glorious European city. Mixed-media works by Ms. 
Lazarus often combine painting with intaglio or wood block 
printing on delicate rice paper. These works created on 
paper are often mounted on canvas or mahogany panels, 
adding a unique physical characteristic to her work.

84
ITSEE TRADING CO.  |  1617 Park Place Avenue, Suite 106
itseetradingco.com  |  facebook.com/itseetradingco
A young women’s resale boutique. Carrying vintage to designer and everything in between.

EVERY DAY’S A SNOW DAY @ SiNaCa STUDIOS
GYPSY SCOOPS @ MAGNOLIA GREEN
HOLY SMOKES @ SHIPPING & RECEIVING
LEE’S GRILLED CHEESE @ AVOCA COFFEE
MAD GRILL @ LOCATION TBD
MELT ICE CREAMS @ AVOCA COFFEE
MR. SNOWIE @ PARK PLACE VILLAGE
NOSREDNA BOUTIQUE LEMONADE @ 44BOOTLEGGER & MCI
STEEL CITY POPS @ MAGNOLIA GREEN
TACOHEADS @ RUDY THE BARBER
TAILGATER TOBY BBQ @ MAGNOLIA GREEN
THE JUICE CABOOSE @ 1455 W. MAGNOLIA AVE.
TWISTED DOG GOURMET PRETzELS @ THE CHAT ROOM PUBFO
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6 Carmen Aberasturi
32 Calvin Abucejo
29 Elisha Addamz
6 Vanessa Aguilar
29 Roderick Alalay
62 Alexa Alarcon
6 Nathan Alcorn
4 Odris Aleksi
64 Rick Allen
29 Whitney Allen
29 Brenda Almanza
2 Anita Anderson
6 Tina Arons
75 Christan Arriaga
6 Arts Council 
 of Fort Worth
66 Sarah Ayala
38 Mary Ayers
1 Dona Swan Ayre
6 Sylvia Baca
75 Karen Baker
12 Brad Ball
6 Angela Banks
45 Anita Barnard
75 Sierra Barnes
75 David Bart
51 Alison Beason
6 Kristine Becker
17 Carol Benson
29 Melanie Bentley
6 Danette Benton
6 Kimberly Benton
65 Steve Berg
62 Robert L. Berry, Jr.
29 Amy Berthelet
75 Jesse Blair
6 Nickie Blair

29 Kendell Blake
6 Diana Blanchard
14 Camilla Bloom
36 Heather Bond
29 Kathryn Boulet
66 Kayley Bowen
66 Eddie  Brassart
36 Geri Brettmann
28 Alejandra Britto
31 Calvin Brown
75 Lyn Buerger
15 Rick Bullock
25 Cassie Burgess
18 Trayci  Burnett
66 Jessica Burns
6 Michael Burns
4 Selena Burns
6 Peyton Busby
6 Amy Bush
29 Venita Cannon
16 Nelson Cardenas
45 Tom  Carlton
75 Joan Carroll
75 Kelly Cause
2 Bobby Cerda
6 Erin Chalkley
6 Katie  Chalkley
57 Ashlie Chandler
16 Linda Claytor
16 Nelson Claytor
16 Richard Claytor
16 Sophie Claytor
31 Clients of the Hope
 Center for Autism
29 Kim Cline
36 John Cockrell, Jr.
6 Su Cole

70 Mallory Combs
28 Donna Conner
64 Laura Conway
29 Anita Cosme
6 George Crittenden
75 Ina Crowe
2 Andrew Czap
28 Belinda Daughtry
6 Rachel Davidson
6 Anthony Davis
29 Charley Davis
2 Cynthia De 
 La Torre Castro
42 Cheryl  De Loache’
30 Farida Degani
75 Nija Dejean
30 Caitlin Denmark
17 Ken Dixon
6 Tyler Dixon
66 Melissa Dobbs
29 Susan Drake
56 Carol Driscoll
29 Jo Dufo
66 Wendy Dyba
64 Denise Dyer
28 Lynda Effertz
52 Jason Eggenburger
52 Donna Eldridge
75 Andria Ellis
63 Stephen Ellison
56 Brian Elmore
75 Jennifer Elmore
29 Debby Epps
37 Pedro Escamilla
19 Tristan Evans
35 Sheila Ewing
6 Vincent Fink

ARTIST 
Venue # Artist Name

6 LaToya Fisher
75 Logan Fisher
1 Morgan Flores
3 Becky Forsythe
29 Lori Foust
16 Meg Fraelich
8 Kirsten Gallon
6 Abel Garcia
6 Curtis Gilbert
42 Garrett Gilliam
17 Jake Gilson
75 Scott  Golem
75 Jean  Gonzales
29 Christopher Gonzalez
36 Essie Graham
17 J.T. Grant
75 Julie Grant
75 Lacey Grant
16 Sarah Green
75 Olaf Growald
63 Janet Grumbling
75 Robert Guarnieri
57 Anna Guillory
25 Kimberly Gulick
47 James Haddock
28 Anita Hale
52 Steven Halliday
51 Lorri  Hanna
6 Jim Hargrove
16 Amy Harmon
51 Harriet Harral
51 Paul Harral
75 Darline Harrington
75 Desra Harrington
66 Shane Harrison
17 Billy  Hassell
6 Andrea Hassenteuffel
17 Bernd  Haussmann
6 Becky Heath
6 Lee Heath
17 Jane Helslander
6 Kyle Henrichsen
32 Becky Hernandez
20 James Hinkle
29 Katy Hobbs

51 Helen Hogan
22 Michael Hollingsworth
75 Melissa Holt
75 Phillip Holt
32 Guy Housewright
66 Veda L Howell
54 Laura Hunt
49 Brian Hutson
57 Joe Hyun
30 Shelly Jackman
42 Rob Jackson
51 Stephanie Jackson
66 Vince Jackson
75 Jagdish Jaiswar
62 Rodger James
28 Cathy Jamieson
29 Carolyn Jehring
2 Jimmy Jenkins
29 Christopher Jenseth
23 Aaron Johnson
17 James Johnston
80 Cosmo Jones
29 Rick Jones
29 Sis Jones
75 Rob Jr.
6 Roger  Kaiser
57 Dee Kautsch
57 Ed Kautsch
66 Brendan Kelly
81 Kathryn Kerekes
17 Joachim  Kersten
38 Daniel King
29 Karla King
6 Michael Kinler
56 Erika Krivda
49 Monika Kusinska Paez
33 John Ladd
6 Ryan Lambert
57 Neal Langham
30 Amber Lansing
72 Robert LaPrelle
75 Sheri LaRue
17 Julie  Lazarus
29 Erin Lea
65 Amanda Lee

34 Elisabeth Lee
6 Renee Lee
65 Vanessa Lerma
75 Christi Lewis
32 Ray Liberio
6 Mark Lohmar
25 Stephanie Longoria
37 Catherine Lopez
37 Cecilia Lopez
29 Scott Lubbers
7 Brian Luenser
66 Rick Luepke
75 Pamela Mallow
55 Rachel Marek
19 Joshua Markham
6 Juan Marroquin
28 Donna Matney
32 Autumn 
 Brackeen Maxson
29 Mary Maxwell
46 Jessica McBride
45 Delana McCarthy
65 Matt McCoy
2 Megan McIntosh
29 Mikkia McQueary
75 Memories 
 in the Making
16 Denise Merkle
6 Liberty Middlesworth
16 Joanna Merrell Mills
40 Mike Moffatt
6 Samuel Montano
17 Brian Moore
60 Erin Moore
34 Angela Morrell
75 Lacie Morris
75 Trish Morton
29 Dianne Myers
42 DJ Naehritz
45 Susan Nus
8 Mejo Okon
75 Emily Olson
75 Jordan Elaine 
 Pierce Palmer
40 Mandy Paquette



29 Anne Parsons
6 Jonny Paulson
14 Charla Marion Pavlik
6 Garret Pendergrass
16 Tina Perez
66 Melissa Perry
19 Morgan Perry
47 Starr Perry
71 Sam Petty
65 Jody Pham
52 LeAnn Phillips
75 Monika Potts
75 Jerry Powers
56 Robert  Pratt
75 Cynthia Price
29 Mark Pridemore
66 Jay R
66 Chloe Rain
29 Celene Ramirez
75 Laura Ramos
36 Amanda Reaves
48 Suz Reyes
10 Donald Rice
66 Donald Rice
6 Patricia Riley
29 Greg Rivera
29 Maria Rodriguez
29 John Rody
29 Sallie Rody
73 Kareen Coyoca Ross
75 William Ross
44 Heidi Russell
64 Zac Saathoff
75 Jessica Salinas
6 Elizabeth San Martino
8 Sergio Sanchez
75 Teresa Sanchez
28 Steve Sanders
34 Shannon Schow
66 Autumn Schumacher
29 Sherry Schwartz
50 Will Scott
68 Dana Settle
68 Ted  Settle
36 Chuck  Shanlever

29 Mary Shevlin
6 Thomas Shores
8 Tatara Siegel
55 David Sieja
6 Pei Sim
8 Brad Smith
75 Jaimie Smith
17 Luther Smith
57 Morgan Smith
46 John South
75 Ryan Stalsby
61 Margo Stamp
57 Steffany Steichen
30 Ashlie Stephenson
32 Steve Steward
51 Tammy Stewart
75 Alex Stock
57 Stacie L. Stokes
11 David Stone
35 Jerrel Sustaita
16 Mohammad Taherian
26 Guillermo Tapia
16 Daniel Taylor
66 Hannah Taylor
72 Michael Teasley
66 Aimee  Thompson
17 Richard  Thompson
25 Keith Thomson
6 Electra Thornburg
6 Sheila Tobey
17 Kevin  Tolman
17 Cecil  Touchon
75 Kim Tran
82 Bonnie Tucker
75 Rick Tucker
75 Russ Van Der Linden
6 Kyle Vaughn
70 Christa Vaznis
25 Jacob Vielma
58 Erik Walla
29 John Walton
29 Suzanne Watson
28 Lois Way
36 Shayna Weeden
66 Jason Weiner

75 Devon Weir
23 Andrew Werberig
3 Adam Werner
70 Lydia Whistler
28 Danette Wicker
71 Briana Williams
64 Jay Wise
29 Greg Wolff
29 Paul Wolff
6 Brunke Wolzen
50 Justin Womack
2 Megan Wood
56 Stephanie Wray
66 Monica Wright
75 Danny Young
17 Judy  Youngblood
4 Jenn Zalesky
29 James Zametz
57 Sean Zeigler
57 Shawn Zeigler
57 Jake Zetter

William Campbell Gallery on display - Moncrief Lobby
The Citizen Theater presents short films by Texas filmmakers with James M. Johnston - Moncrief Auditorium
Lazy Summer Trio - 24 Plates
Marcus Rockwell Trio - Moncrief Courtyard 
Lemonade by Nosredna Boutique Catering
The Citizen Theater presents short films by Texas filmmakers with James M. Johnston - Moncrief Auditorium
24 Plate’s own Harley Stanley on acoustic guitar and vocals
Cash Bar - Moncrief Courtyard
Fort Worth Opera Shots Performance - Moncrief Courtyard
The Citizen Theater presents short films by Texas filmmakers with James M. Johnston - Moncrief Auditorium
Cody Culberson - 24 Plates

12:00 P.M. - 7:15 P.M.  William Campbell Gallery on display - Moncrief Lobby
12:00 P.M. - 1:15 P.M.  The Citizen Theater presents short films by Texas filmmakers with James M. Johnston - Moncrief Auditorium
12:00 P.M. - 1:30 P.M.  Lazy Summer Trio - 24 Plates
1:30 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.  Marcus Rockwell Trio - Moncrief Courtyard 
1:30 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.  Lemonade by Nosredna Boutique Catering
3:00 P.M. - 4:15 P.M.  The Citizen Theater presents short films by Texas filmmakers with James M. Johnston - Moncrief Auditorium
3:00 P.M. - 4:30 P.M.  24 Plate’s own Harley Stanley on acoustic guitar and vocals
4:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.  Cash Bar - Moncrief Courtyard
4:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.  Fort Worth Opera Shots Performance - Moncrief Courtyard
6:00 P.M. - 7:15 P.M.  The Citizen Theater presents short films by Texas filmmakers with James M. Johnston - Moncrief Auditorium
8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. Cody Culberson - 24 Plates

Moncrief cancer institute  
& 24 Plates

400 W Magnolia ave. 
fort Worth, tX 76104

(817) 288-9800 | moncrief.com

all DaY – free ParKinG 
north side of Moncrief buildingevent scheDule

12:00 P.M. - 7:15 P.M.  
12:00 P.M. - 1:15 P.M.  
12:00 P.M. - 1:30 P.M.  
1:30 P.M. - 3:00 P.M. 
1:30 P.M. - 3:00 P.M. 
3:00 P.M. - 4:15 P.M.  
3:00 P.M. - 4:30 P.M.  
4:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.  
4:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.  
6:00 P.M. - 7:15 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M.
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MAGNOLIA AVENUE VILLAGE
AVOCA COFFEE
12:00 P.M. Chase Ryan  
1:00 P.M. Bad Mountain 
2:00 P.M. Leon Bridges & The Texas  
 Gentlemen
3:00 P.M. Jacob Furr 
4:00 P.M. Luke McGlathary of Big  
 City Folk 
5:00 P.M. Secret Ghost Champion 
6:00 P.M. Oh Whitney 
7:00 P.M. Moonshiners 
8:00 P.M. Tame Tame & Quiet 
9:00 P.M. Alan (Acoustic)
SINACA STUDIOS
12:00 P.M. Sombati 
1:00 P.M. Jordan Franz 
2:00 P.M. Sons of Sierra 
3:00 P.M. The Klamour 
4:00 P.M. Chingalotus 
5:00 P.M. Picnic, Lightning
6:00 P.M. Sally Majestic 
7:00 P.M. Josh Hendrick 
8:00 P.M. Pageantry 
9:00 P.M. Will Roth
MAGNOLIA GREEN
12:00 P.M. I Happy Am 
1:00 P.M. Kites and Boomerangs 
2:00 P.M. The Bogus Green
3:00 P.M. Doo Little (Pixies Tribute Band)
4:00 P.M. Phantom Sensation
5:00 P.M. Dead Vinyl 
6:00 P.M. Panic Volcanic 
7:00 P.M. Animal Spirit 
8:00 P.M. Black James Franco 
9:00 P.M. Bomb Quixote 
5TH AVENUE EYE WEAR
4:00 P.M. Alis & Paul
24 PLATES
12:00 P.M. Lazy Summer Trio
3:00 P.M. Harley Stanley
8:00 P.M. Cody Culberson

THE BOILED OWL TAVERN
4:00 P.M. DJ Natty Patty
10:00 P.M. After Party presented by  
 Dreamy Life
BREWED
6:30 P.M. Curtis Needs A Ride, 
 Improv Comedy
8:00 P.M. Grady Spencer & The Work
9:30 P.M. Curtis Needs A Ride, 
 Improv Comedy Game Show
THE CHAT ROOM PUB
1:30 P.M. Rachel Gollay
2:30 P.M. Mills&Co.
3:30 P.M. Un Chien
5:30 P.M. Jetta in the Ghost Tree 
7:30 P.M. The Unlikely Candidates
FRESNEL TECHNOLOGIES
5:00 P.M. The Gypsy Playboys
HOT DAMN, TAMALES!
12:00 P.M. Gigi Cervantes & Chris Curtis
1:15 P.M. Curtis Box
2:30 P.M. Lori Drier
3:45 P.M. Ed Rogers
5:00 P.M. Skip Spoonts
6:15 P.M. Steve Long
7:30 P.M. Melinda Allen
8:45 P.M. Stephan Prigmore
KENT & CO.
1:30 P.M. Joe George
2:30 P.M. Jess & The Boys
3:30 P.M. Cody Culberson
5:30 P.M. Collective Dreams
THE LIVE OAK
The Karaoke World Championships 
USA 2014 National Final
GOOD LIFE SENIOR LIVING
Front Porch/Main Entry (Outdoor)
12:00 P.M.  Rosann Leafblad 
1:00 P.M.  Trigger Fish
2:00 P.M.  Antonio Wicker

3:00 P.M.  Curtis Box
4:00 P.M.  Sheran Keyton
Courtyard (Outdoor)
12:00 P.M.  Svenny Baby!!!
2:00 P.M.  The Cosmic Trigger
4:00 P.M.  Breaking Light
6:00 P.M.  William Farrell/Farrell & Friends
First Floor Living Room (Indoor)
12:00 P.M.  Antonio Wicker
2:00 P.M.  Jackson & Meeks Duo
4:00 P.M.  Rosann Leafblad
7:00 P.M.  Aileen & the Downtown Players
Second Floor Living Room (Indoor)
2:00 P.M. Rosann Leafblad
4:00 P.M. Antonio Wicker
Other Performances  - Times To Be Determined
Collective Force Dance Company • Imperfekt
Lady Caress • The Bible Fire • Souls Journey
Zuriel Merek
MONCRIEF CANCER 
INSTITUTE
12:00 P.M. Short films with James Johnston 
1:30 P.M. Marcus Rockwell Trio
3:00 P.M. Short films with James Johnston 
4:30 P.M. Fort Worth Opera Performance
6:00 P.M. Short films with James Johnston
PROPER
7:00 P.M. Carmello Santini
zIO CARLO’S 
MAGNOLIA BREW PUB
5:30 P.M. Mountain Kid
6:30 P.M. Biscuit Head
7:30 P.M. Trai Bo
8:30 P.M. Cleanup
9:30 P.M. Jacob Furr & The Only Road

12:00 P.M. Southwest Contemporary 
 Academy of Music
1:00 P.M. Richard Gilbert 
2:00 P.M. Scottish Pipe & Drums 

3:00 P.M. Latoya Songstress 
4:00 P.M. Marcus Rockwell Trio 
5:00 P.M. Kevin Aldridge &The Appraisers 
6:00 P.M. Salim Nourallah & The Treefort 5 

7:00 P.M. Chris Johnson of 
 Telegraph Canyon 
8:00 P.M. The Flying Balalaika Bros 
9:00 P.M. Lindby 

SHIPPING & RECEIVING  
12:00 P.M. Bucket List Jazz Band
1:00 P.M. Nicholas Altobelli
2:00 P.M. The Fake Carls
3:00 P.M. The Hochimen 
4:00 P.M. Ashley Raines

5:00 P.M. Sean Russell 
6:00 P.M. The Tall
7:00 P.M. RTB2 
8:00 P.M. Cozy Hawks 
9:00 P.M. Dove Hunter

THE STARR CONSPIRACY
5:30 P.M. Under the Covers
LANDER’S
5:00 P.M. Bob Luke & the Outer Circles

PARK PLACE VILLAGE

SOUTH MAIN VILLAGE


